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Abstract 
The objective of this project was the study of the processes responsible for the mobilization or 
immobilization of neptunium and plutonium in the environment after an accidental release 
from a nuclear waste repository. The interaction of neptunium and plutonium with humic 
substances (HS) and kaolinite KGa-1b has been studied in detail. Furthermore, experiments 
with thorium, uranium, and americium were performed for comparison.  
It could be shown that among the different oxidation states of plutonium only Pu(III) and 
Pu(IV) exist in contact with HS in aqueous solutions. The complexation constants of Pu(III) 
and Pu(IV) with Aldrich humic acid were determined using the method of ultrafiltration 
(logßPu(III) = 6.2–6.9; logßPu(IV) = 6.4–8.4). 
The sorption of NpO2

+, UO2
2+, Pu3+, Am3+, Pu4+, and Th4+on kaolinite and of NpO2

+ on 
hematite was investigated in batch experiments, and the speciation of U, Np, and Pu on the 
mineral surface was determined by means of XAFS spectroscopy. The binary system HS–
KGa-1b was investigated in batch experiments and by means of XPS. 
The influence of HS on the sorption of Pu(III) and Pu(IV) on kaolinite was investigated as a 
function of pH, concentration of HS, nature of HS (humic acid or fulvic acid), and the 
sequence in which the components were added to the system. It was found that HS enhances 
the sorption of Pu(III) and Pu(IV) on kaolinite at pH < 6 and decreases it at pH > 6. 
New methods have been explored for the speciation of ultra-trace amounts of plutonium 
(CE-RIMS), as well as for the determination of the complexation constants of plutonium with 
humic and fulvic acids (CE-DAD-ICP-MS). 
 
Zusammenfassung 
Ziel des Projektes war die Untersuchung der Prozesse, die für die Mobilisierung oder 
Immobilisierung von Neptunium und Plutonium in der Umwelt nach einer Freisetzung aus 
einem nuklearen Endlager verantwortlich sind. Die Wechselwirkungen von Neptunium und 
Plutonium mit Huminstoffen (HS) und Kaolinit KGa-1b wurden detailliert untersucht. Des 
Weiteren wurden zum Vergleich Experimente mit Thorium, Uran und Americium 
durchgeführt. 
Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass bei Kontakt mit HS von den verschiedenen 
Oxidationszuständen des Plutoniums nur Pu(III) und Pu(IV) in wässriger Lösung existieren. 
Die Komplexbildungskonstanten von Pu(III) und Pu(IV) mit Aldrich-Huminsäure wurden 
mittels Ultrafiltration bestimmt (logßPu(III) = 6.4–6.8; logßPu(IV) = 6.4–8.4). 
In Batch-Experimenten wurde die Sorption von NpO2

+, UO2
2+, Pu3+, Am3+, Pu4+, und Th4+ an 

Kaolinit und von NpO2
+ an Hämatit studiert sowie die Speziation von U, Np und Pu an der 

Mineraloberfläche mit Hilfe der XAFS-Spektroskopie bestimmt. Das binäre System HS–
KGa-1b wurde mit XPS untersucht. 
Der Einfluss von HS auf die Sorption von Pu(III) und Pu(IV) an Kaolinit wurde als Funktion 
von pH-Wert, Konzentration des HS, Art des HS (Humin- oder Fulvinsäure) und der 
Reihenfolge der Zugabe der Komponenten zu dem System untersucht. Es wurde beobachtet, 
dass der HS die Sorption von Pu(III) und Pu(IV) an Kaolinit bei pH < 6 erhöht und bei 
 pH > 6 verringert. 
Neue Methoden wurden für die Speziation von Ultraspurenmengen an Plutonium (CE-RIMS) 
sowie für die Bestimmung von Komplexbildungskonstanten für Plutonium mit Humin- und 
Fulvinsäure (CE-DAD-ICP-MS) erforscht. 
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1 Introduction 

The safety assessments of long-term nuclear waste repositories require detailed knowledge on 

the interaction processes that could lead to the migration of radioactive substances into the 

environment. Plutonium (Pu) and the minor actinides such as and neptunium (Np) contribute 

mainly to the radiotoxicity of spent nuclear fuel in a radioactive waste repository after storage 

times of more than 1000 years [1, 2].  

Therefore, detailed studies of interaction processes of actinides, which might be released from 

the repository into the aquifer, with the engineered barriers and the host rock formation of a 

nuclear waste repository are needed for its performance assessment . An important factor, 

which determines the mobility of radionuclides in the environment, is their interaction with 

water and their migration behavior, which depends on the complexation and redox chemistry. 

To predict the radionuclide mobility, it is necessary to have fundamental knowledge about the 

retardation and mobilization phenomena and the underlying basic processes and interactions.  

Although neptunium can exist in aqueous solution in the oxidation states III–VII, the 

pentavalent cation, NpO2
+, dominates the aqueous speciation under a wide range of 

environmental conditions [3]. 

Plutonium occurs in aqueous solutions in four oxidation states (Pu3+, Pu4+, PuO2
+, and 

PuO2
2+) at the same time. The humic substances are organic matter ubiquitously found in 

ground water as a result of the biomass decomposition and have a reducing effect on the 

redox equilibrium of plutonium. Thus, Pu(III) and Pu(IV) are the species of most interest with 

respect to the migration of this element in the environment.  

In our investigations clay minerals are considered as a geological barrier. These minerals are 

rather complex with respect to structural and chemical characteristics. In the framework of 

our project “Migration von Actiniden im System Ton, Huminstoff, Aquifer” (Migration of 

Actinides in the System Clay, Humic Substance, Aquifer), kaolinite KGa-1b was chosen as a 

model for clay minerals due to its relative simplicity in comparison with other minerals and 

because its physical and chemical properties are very well characterized [4-7]. In rock 

systems, iron oxides such as hematite (α-Fe2O3) are expected to play an important role for the 

migration of radionuclides because of their widespread distribution, high surface areas, and 

high sorptive capacities [8, 9]. 

The aim of this project was to study the basic interaction processes of NpO2
+, Pu3+, Pu4+, and 

UO2
+ in the aqueous system clay-humic substances. Thus, the redox chemistry as well as the 

complexation of plutonium with humic substances in aqueous solution was investigated. 
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Also, detailed investigations of the sorption of NpO2
+, Pu3+, Pu4+, and UO2

2+ on kaolinite 

were conducted by combining batch experiments with techniques such as X-ray absorption 

fine structure (XAFS) spectroscopy to study the speciation of the metal ions on the surface of 

the kaolinite and hematite. In addition, the ternary systems Pu(III)/Pu(IV)–HS–kaolinite were 

investigated. 

The development of new methods for the speciation of ultra-trace amounts of plutonium by 

means of capillary electrophoresis-resonance ionization mass spectrometry (CE-RIMS) and 

for the determination of the complexation constants of plutonium with humic substances by 

means of capillary electrophoresis-diode array detector-inductively coupled plasma-mass 

spectrometry (CE-DAD-ICP-MS) was also part of this work. 

The work was performed in collaboration with the universities of Saarbrücken, Potsdam, 

München, and Heidelberg, the Institute for Interdisciplinary Isotope Research Leipzig, the 

Institute for Nuclear Waste Management (INE) at the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, the 

Institute of Radiochemistry at the Forschungszentrum Dresden-Rossendorf, and the Institute 

of Radiochemistry (TU München) as an associated partner of this joint project. 
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2 Chemicals and analytical techniques 

Chemicals: All chemicals were of p.a. quality or better and were obtained from Merck 

(Darmstadt, Germany) or Riedel de Haen (Seelze, Germany). Milli-Q deionized water was 

used to prepare the solutions.  

Humic and fulvic acids: The commercially available Aldrich humic acid (sodium salt, 

charge no. 01816-054) was purified as described by Kim and Buckau [10]. The proton 

exchange capacity (PEC) of Aldrich humic acid is 4.6 × 10-3 eq/g [10]. The Gorleben fulvic 

acid (GoHy-573) was isolated and purified in a similar manner; its PEC value is 6.82 × 10-3 

eq/g [11]. 

Kaolinite: The reference clay kaolinite KGa-1b (Washington County, Georgia, USA) was 

obtained from the Clay Mineral Society Source Clays Repository. The chemical and 

mineralogical properties of this kaolinite are reported in the literature [12, 13]. Kaolinite 

suspensions were prepared in a solution of 0.1 M NaClO4. All experiments were conducted at 

room temperature according to the batch procedure described below and were performed in 

15 mL polypropylene (PP) centrifuge tubes sealed with screw caps. 

Thorium solution: 234Th was separated by ion chromatography from its mother, 238U, in 8 M 

HCl following the procedure by Albinsson et al. [14]. After the purification step, the thorium 

stock solutions were prepared by fuming with HClO4 and setting the HClO4 molarity to 

0.1 M. The purity of  234Th was verified by γ spectroscopy. 

Uranium solution: The 0.1 M U(VI) stock solution used in the sorption experiments was 

prepared by dissolving U3O8 in 0.5 M HClO4. The concentration of uranium in solution was 

determined by ICP-MS.  

Neptunium solution: For the sorption experiments, stock solutions of 0.8 nM 239Np(V) and 

8 mM 237Np(V) in 0.03 M HClO4 were used. The 237Np(V) stock solution was purified from 

traces of 239Pu and 233Pa by anion-exchange chromatography. After fuming with concentrated 

HClO4, a small amount of NaNO2 was added to reduce Np(VI) to Np(V) in 0.03 M HClO4. 

The pentavalent oxidation state of Np was verified by UV-vis spectroscopy (980 nm, ε = 395 

M-1cm-1). The concentration of 237Np was determined by γ spectroscopy using the γ lines at 

29.4 and 86.5 keV. The isotope 239Np was produced by irradiation of 238UO2(NO3)2·6H2O at 

the research reactor TRIGA Mainz. Following the irradiation, 239Np was separated from U 

and its fission products by anion-exchange chromatography. The concentration of Np in 

solution was determined by γ spectroscopy using the γ lines at 103.8 and 106.1 keV. 
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Plutonium solution: For all sorption studies, a 99.1 wt % 239Pu stock solution, with small 

amounts of other isotopes (0.888 wt % 240Pu, 0.014 wt % 241Pu) and known specific activity 

was used. The plutonium solutions were prepared by diluting aliquots of the stock solution 

with 1 M HClO4. The resulting solutions consisted of different oxidation states of plutonium. 

The trivalent and tetravalent oxidation states of Pu were obtained by potentiostatic electrolysis 

and the purity was verified by UV-vis spectroscopy at the characteristic absorption bands of 

Pu(IV) and Pu(III) between 500 and 900 nm and 400 to 870 nm, respectively [15, 16]. 

Americium solution:: A solution of  241Am in 1 M HClO4 was prepared after evaporating the 

initial 1 M HCl Am solution and fuming it with HClO4. The purity of the 241Am stock 

solution was checked by α spectroscopy.  

 

pH measurements: The pH was measured by means of a pH meter (φ-310, Beckman, 

Germany) with a combined electrode (Beckman, Germany). The pH-meter was calibrated 

daily with certified commercial buffers at pH = 2, pH = 4, pH = 7, and pH = 9 (Merck, 

Darmstadt, Germany). 

 

UV-vis spectroscopy: For absorption spectroscopy, a high-resolution UV-vis/NIR 

spectrometer Cary 50 (Varian, USA) was used. The samples were measured in 1 cm quartz 

cuvettes or polystyrene semimicrocuvettes.  

 

Liquid scintillation counting (LSC): 239Pu and 241Am in solutions were determined by LSC 

using the scintillation cocktail Ultima Gold XR (Packard) and a home built scintillation 

counter. 

 

γ spectroscopy: An HPGe spectrometer was used to determine the activity and purity of 
234Th, 237Np, and 239Np. 

 

ß-delayed neutron activation analysis (DNAA): The total amount of sorbed plutonium on 

kaolinite was determined for part of the samples by applying DNAA [17]. The 239Pu samples 

were irradiated with a thermal neutron flux of 1.7 × 1012 n/(s cm2) for two minutes at the 

research reactor TRIGA Mainz and the ß-delayed neutrons were counted after a delay time of 

one minute with a helium-3 detector array using the 3He(n,p) reaction. 
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Liquid-liquid extraction: Liquid-liquid extraction in combination with LSC was used to 

monitor the redox behavior of plutonium in aqueous solutions.  

 

 

Pu3+ = organic - Pu4+,   

 

Pu3+ =          aqueous -         aqueous  

Pu4+ = organic 

Pu4+colloids = aqueous 

 

Pu5+ = Putotal - Pu6+  - Pu4+- Pu4+colloids - Pu3+,  

 

Pu6+ =         organic - Pu4+ 

  

Figure 1: Liquid-liquid extraction procedures for the speciation of plutonium III, IV, V, and 

VI; Pu(IV)coll represents Pu4+  colloids [18]. 

 

Several extraction steps are needed for a complete characterization of the different oxidation 

states of a plutonium solution. We used as extracting agents a solution of 0.025 M 4-benzoyl-
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3-methyl-1-phenyl-2-pyrazolin-5-one (PMBP) (from Aldrich, 99% purity) dissolved in xylene 

and a solution of 0.5 M di(2-ethylhexyl) orthophosphoric acid (HDEHP) (Aldrich) dissolved 

in toluene.  

The four extraction steps were carried out independently as indicated in Fig. 1. The extraction 

experiments were performed in less than 30 min in order to avoid redox reactions due to the 

acidic character of the solutions. For the extractions 400 µL of 1 M HCl and 400 µL 0.02 M 

K2Cr2O7 dissolved in 1 M HCl were used for the steps 1 and 3, respectively 2 and 4. To each 

of these solutions, 200 µL of the samples to be analyzed were added. Then, 100 µL of the 

mixture were taken out and transferred in a vial containing 10 mL of LSC cocktail, and the 

activity was determined. These samples were used as references. Afterwards the solutions 

were mixed with the extraction agents. The solutions were centrifuged after mixing for about 

one minute at 2500 rpm and 200 µL from the organic and aqueous phases were transferred 

into vials and analyzed by LSC. The composition of the analyzed samples was determined as 

indicated in Fig. 1 bottom. 

 

Capillary electrophoresis (CE): The CE system used is an improved version of the 

previously described home made system [19]. A high-voltage power supply (0 to ±30 kV) 

was developed and manufactured in our electronic workshop. Standard LSC vials (20 mL), or 

for small sample volumes 300 μL PE vials were used for the buffer and sample solutions. 

Hydrodynamic injection was applied to introduce the solution into the capillary with a 

pressure between 50 and 1000 mbar. For the sample injection, 50 to 100 mbar were used for 

5–10 s. A fused-silica capillary with an inner diameter of 50 μm (PolyMicro Technologies, 

Phoenix, AZ) and 60 to 70 cm length was deployed. Before use, the capillary was purged for 

5 min at 1 bar with 0.1 M HCl, 0.1 M NaOH, and for 10 min at 1 bar with Milli-Q deionized 

water and the electrolyte solution (1 M acetic acid at pH ≈ 2.4). 

 

ICP-MS: The ICP-MS measurements were performed with a quadrupole HP 4500 (Agilent) 

or the recently purchased Agilent 7500ce.  

 

Resonance ionization mass spectrometry (RIMS): The RIMS set-up consists of a high 

repetition rate solid-state laser system and a reflectron time-of-flight (TOF) mass 

spectrometer [20]. The plutonium atoms are excited into a Rydberg state by a three-step laser 

resonant excitation with λ1 = 420.76 nm, λ2 = 847.28 nm, and λ3 = 767.53 nm and are 

subsequently field ionized. Three titanium-sapphire lasers pumped by a pulsed Nd:YAG laser 
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(Clark-MXR ORC-1000) with a repetition rate of 6.6 kHz are used. In order to excite and 

ionize plutonium (ionization potential IP = 6.02 eV) in a three-step three-color excitation 

scheme, the frequency of the titanium-sapphire laser light for the first excitation step is 

doubled in a special crystal (BBO). To obtain a good spatial overlap with the atomic beam, 

the three laser beams are guided by a quartz fiber to the interaction zone. The line-width of 

the titanium-sapphire lasers is about 3 GHz, the isotope shifts for the isotopes 238Pu to 244Pu 

are between 5 to 20 GHz for the first and the second step, therefore, the wavelengths of the 

lasers 1 and 2 have to be adjusted for each isotope in order to attain the resonance conditions. 

The ions are mass-selectively separated in a reflectron TOF mass spectrometer and counted 

by channel plates. The TOF mass resolution of m/Δm ≈ 600 is sufficient to discriminate the 

different isotopes of plutonium. The overall efficiency of the RIMS apparatus is ≥ 10-5, 

resulting in a detection limit of ~106 atoms of plutonium. 

 

X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectroscopy: For XAFS measurements at room 

temperature, the sorption samples were centrifuged and loaded as wet pastes into Perspex 

sample holders with Kapton windows. For low temperature measurements at 13 K or 28 K, 

the solid residues were loaded after drying into polyethylene sample holders. Uranium and Np 

LIII-edge absorption spectra were collected in fluorescence mode at the Rossendorf beamline 

ROBL [21] at ESRF using a 13-element Ge solid-state detector. Since kaolinite KGa-1b 

contains traces of Zr, several XAFS spectra were collected at the Np LII edge instead of the 

LIII edge. A Si(111) double-crystal monochromator (DCM) was used for tuning the energy of 

the incident X-ray beam. For recording the Np LIII-edge absorption spectra of the hematite 

samples, Cr foils were used to reduce the Fe Kα fluorescence background signal. Pu LIII-edge 

absorption spectra were measured in fluorescence mode using the 5-element Ge solid-state 

detector and Ge(422) DCM at the ANKA beamline of the Institute of Nuclear Waste 

Management (INE) [22]. 

Yttrium and zirconium foils were used for calibrating the X-ray energy. The raw LIII-edge 

data were analyzed using the programs AUTOBK [23] and EXAFSPAK [24]. Backscattering 

phase and amplitude functions required for data fitting were calculated with FEFF 8.20 [25, 

26] using crystal structures of (UO2)2SiO4·2H2O [27], NaNpO2CO3 [28] and, UFeIIIO [29], 

respectively. For modeling possible interactions of Np or Pu with Si, Fe, etc., U was replaced 

in the crystal structures by Np or Pu. The shift in threshold energy, ΔE0, was allowed to vary 

as a global parameter in the fits. 
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS): XPS spectra were measured using a UNI-SPEC 

ESCA System with a PHOIBOS 100 energy analyzer. Dry powders of humic acid sorbed on 

kaolinite were pressed into indium foils without further treatment. XPS spectra were excited 

by Mg Kα radiation (1253.6 eV). The analyzer pass energy was 50 eV. The vacuum during 

the measurements was 2·10-8 mbar. The electrostatic charging of the sample surface was 

corrected by setting the C1s binding energy to 285.0 eV. 
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3  Development of speciation techniques  

3.1 Speciation of plutonium by CE-RIMS 

In order to improve the sensitivity of the speciation method for plutonium, off-line coupling 

of CE to RIMS has been successfully tested. Parallel to the on-line coupling of CE to 

ICP-MS, samples for RIMS measurements were collected off-line and RIMS filaments [30, 

31] were prepared by electrodeposition. In comparison with CE-ICP-MS, the detection limit 

for Pu could be improved by at least two orders of magnitude with CE-RIMS. The principle 

of coupling CE to RIMS is based on collecting fractions of the different oxidation states of 

plutonium eluted from the capillary at different, known retention times [19, 32]. The fractions 

of the different oxidation states are collected in separate vials and subsequently analyzed by 

RIMS. A schematic diagram for the off-line coupling of CE to RIMS is illustrated in Fig. 2 

top. The separation conditions for the different oxidation states of plutonium have been 

determined by CE-ICP-MS (Fig. 2, bottom, upper part).  
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram for the off-line coupling of CE to RIMS (top); Separation of the 

plutonium oxidation states with short high-voltage breaks for the collection of the fractions of 

the oxidation states Pu(III), Pu(V+VI), and Pu(IV) in different vials and detection by RIMS 

(bottom). 
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For the RIMS measurements, the high voltage must be switched off for several seconds in 

order to change the collecting vial at the end of the capillary. Pu(VI) and Pu(V) fractions are 

collected in one vial due to their similar migration times. Fig. 2 (bottom, lower part) 

represents the separation of the plutonium oxidation states with short high-voltage breaks.  

Before measuring the separated fractions by RIMS, the fractions have been analyzed by        

α spectroscopy to verify the method. The coupling of CE to RIMS was tested by determining 

the speciation of a mixture of Pu(IV), Pu(V), and Pu(VI) by CE-ICP-MS at a plutonium 

concentration of approximately 4 × 10-6 mol/L and by comparing it to the results obtained by 

RIMS for the same mixture with a concentration of ca. 2.5 × 10-7 mol/L Pu  after separation 

by CE. Tab. 1 gives the results obtained by the on-line coupling CE-ICP-MS and the CE off-

line coupling to RIMS.  

The detection limit of CE-RIMS is at least two orders of magnitude lower compared to the 

one with CE-ICP-MS. Thus, speciation of the oxidation states of plutonium at concentrations 

of 10-9 to 10-11 mol/L appears to be possible. The absolute detection limit of the CE-RIMS 

remains to be determined. 

 

Table 1: Comparison between the determinations of the oxidation states of plutonium by CE-

ICP-MS (ca. 4 × 10-6 mol/L plutonium) and by RIMS (ca. 2.5 × 10-7 mol/L) after separation by 

CE in different fractions (CE-RIMS off-line).  

Coupling method 
Pu(V+VI) 

[%] 

Pu(IV) 

[%] 

CE-ICP-MS (on-line) 19.2(2.0) 80.8(3.0) 

CE-RIMS (off-line) 15.2(5.0) 84.8(5.0) 

 

3.2 Development of CE-DAD-ICP-MS coupling  

The ultrafiltration technique cannot be used for the investigation of the complexation of 

plutonium with fulvic acid, because of the reduced size of the organic molecules. Hence, the 

on-line coupling of CE with a diode array detector (DAD) and ICP-MS has been explored as 

an alternative method. Based on the experience achieved in the routine work with the CE-

ICP-MS coupling, a Knauer Wellchrom K2800 DAD has been added as an additional 

detector. 
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By use of CE, the positively charged species (metal ions) are separated from the negatively 

charged ones (humic substances, humate-metal ions complexes) and possible neutral species 

(humate-metal complexes resulting from charge neutralization reactions). All the species are 

obtained at the end of the capillary, where the metal-containing species are measured by ICP-

MS, as a result of a laminar flow of the electrolyte in the capillary, obtained by applying a 

slight pressure at the entrance of the capillary. The DAD enables the detection of humic 

substances in the CE capillary based on their spectral properties. In this way, it is possible to 

detect and quantify the metal species as well as the humic substances enabling the study of the 

complex formation between the two species, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3: Schematic, hypothetic description of the analysis performed with CE-DAD-ICP-MS

 

he detection of the humic substances is rather delicate as the UV-vis light path through the 

one obtained with the ICP-MS in order to evaluate their time correlation are shown in Fig. 4. 

 

for determining the ratio humic substances/humate-plutonium complexes/free plutonium ions. 

T

capillary is relatively short (50–75 µm). Using a series of adjustments at the DAD detection 

cell, it is possible to detect Aldrich humic acid with a concentration as low as 20 mg/L. The 

detection limit of the ICP-MS for the plutonium species is as low as 20 ppb. As a first step, in 

order to verify the applicability of the method, the timely synchronization of the two detectors 

was investigated using a highly concentrated solution of iodine and iodide, as they can be 

easily detected by both detectors. Two separate peaks were obtained with the DAD, as shown 

in Fig. 4. The separation was monitored at the same time by ICP-MS set on mass 127. Two 

different peaks corresponding to iodine carrying species were obtained with this method, too. 

The electropherogram obtained with the DAD using the optimal wavelength compared to the 
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Figure 4:  Equivalence of the DAD with ICP-MS. The peaks are obtained by monitoring 

simultaneously the separation of the iodine/iodide solution with the DAD set on wavelength 

a time correlation between the two detectors. Further, the 

omplexation of lanthanides with Aldrich humic acid was investigated. The lanthanides were 

e 

arked Aldrich humic acid. 

lyte 
 

 

-25 kV 
250 mbar 

c acid 
ica 

 (180–1024 nm) 

219 nm and ICP-MS on mass 127. The tailing of the peaks is caused by the high 

concentration of the solution. 

 

It was proven that there is 

c

chosen as models for trivalent actinides. Many authors have already investigated the 

complexation of lanthanides with humic substances. In order to facilitate the identification of 

the registered signals on the two detectors, a solution containing iodine marked Aldrich humic 

acid ([AHA] = 250 mg/L) and holmium ([Ho] = 75 µg/L) was injected, separated by CE, and 

analyzed. The separation conditions are summarized in Tab. 2. The data are shown in Fig. 5. 

 

Table 2: Conditions used in the investigation of the complexation of holmium with iodin
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The overlapping of the peaks corresponding for the iodine species, humic substances, and 

olmium indicated clearly the presence of the m  particular region h etal-humate complex in the

(marked in brown in Fig. 5). The electro osmotic flow in the capillary was identified by use of 

DAD and is marked in red in Fig. 5. The relatively long tailing of the signal observed with the 

ICP-MS on the mass of holmium was attributed to the holmium metal ions that are 

dissociated from the complex during the separation by the high voltage used in the CE. 

Maybe this is the result of the formation of the so called “weak binding sites complexes”, 

which in comparison with the “strong binding sites complexes” are easier to dissociate. The 

formation of weak binding sites complexes was discussed by other authors too [33]. The 

identification of the correct position for the integration times of the peak corresponding to the 

free metal ion in solution is thus a rather delicate procedure. The first peak obtained by ICP-

MS set on the mass of the metal, is definitely delivered by the metal complexed with AHA, as 

confirmed by the simultaneous signals registered by ICP-MS on the mass of iodine (from the 

iodine-marked humic acid) and by DAD for the AHA; it was assumed that the tailing of the 

first peak is generated by the metal ions which were dissociated from the weak binding sites 

during the CE separation (the minimum encountered in this region is attributed to a dilution 

effect caused by the concentration of the CE electrolyte induced by the EOF at this point); the 

last peak corresponds to the free, positively charged  metal ion. It is noticeable that the peak 

corresponding to the metal ions dissociated from the weak binding sites interferes with the 

one attributed to the free metal ions, making it difficult to integrate precisely the two signals. 

Using the above described settings, a series of solutions containing a fixed concentration of  

Aldrich humic acid (100 mg/L) mixed with varying concentrations of europium, samarium, 

and gadolinium, respectively, were prepared, mixed, and after a period of  one week in which 

the vials containing the solutions were continuously agitated, the complex formation constant 

logß was determined by CE-DAD-ICP-MS. The concentration of the metal in solution varied 

between 0.0001–2 mg/L, which are rather high concentrations. Fig. 6 presents, as an example, 

the alteration of the form of the electropherogram obtained by ICP-MS while investigating the 

complexation of europium with Aldrich humic acid using varying Eu concentrations. It is 

observed that a small peak appears in front of the one corresponding to europium complexed 

with humic acid. This was not understood so far, but due to its diminutive size it was 

neglected in the calculation of logß. The peak of the complexed metal is increasing up to a 

certain point where the loading capacity of the humic acid is reached. Meanwhile, the peaks 

attributed to the species dissociated from the metal-humate complex during the separation and 

to the free metal, are rising with increasing concentration of europium. Based on the obtained 
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data, the complex formation constants logß  were calculated for all the three series after the 

model of Kim and Czerwinski [34]. 

0 50 100 150 200
0

25000
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Figure 5: Electropherograms obtained for a solution containing holmium and iodine-marked 

Aldrich humic acid. 

 for logß were in all three cases too low in comparison with published 

data [34], varying between 4.98 and 5.28. This can be caused by the fact that the signal for the 

 

The values obtained

dissociated Eu from the weak binding sites tails into the peak of the free metal ion so that the 

free metal ion concentration is systematically overestimated. It is noticeable that the high 

concentrations of metal disturb the correct interpretation of the results due to formation of 

weak binding site complexes. It is anticipated that once the concentrations of metal as well as 

of the humic substances will decrease, the separation of the peaks will be much clearer, 

facilitating thus the proper assessment of the data. A new coupling technique of the CE to 

ICP-MS will be tested. The MiraMist coupling was used successfully by Ambard et al. [35] 

resulting in a decrease of the detection limit for plutonium by minimum three orders of 

magnitude. 
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Figure 6: Electropherograms obtained by ICP-MS on the mass 153 during the investigation 

of the complexation of Eu with Aldrich humic acid. The humic acid concentration was 

constant at 100 mg/L. 
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4  Interaction of plutonium with humic substances 

4.1 Experimental  

Redox experiments 

For the Pu(VI) reduction experiments, Pu(VI) solutions were brought in contact with 

Gorleben fulvic acid (FA) at different pH values. The concentration of the Pu(VI) solution in 

contact with FA (0.5 mg/L) was ~ 2.5 × 10-6 mol/L Pu at an ionic strength I ≈ 1 mol/L (1 M 

HClO4) and pH  values of 1, 2.5, 5, and 9. The reduction of the oxidation states of Pu in 

solution was measured by CE-ICP-MS and UV-vis spectroscopy at different time intervals. 

The experimental conditions of the reduction experiments with FA are summarized in Tab. 3. 

For the redox kinetics experiments, a plutonium cocktail (~5% Pu(III), ~39% Pu(IV), ~22% 

Pu(V), and ~34% Pu(VI)) was brought into contact with FA at ionic strength I ≈ 1 mol/L and 

pH ≈ 1. 

  

Table 3: Experimental conditions for the reduction experiments of Pu(VI) with Gohy-573 

fulvic acid. 
 

 

Parameter 

Reduction of Pu(VI) with 

Gohy-573 FA 

(Expt. 1) 

Reduction of a Pu mixture with 

Gohy-573 FA 

(Expt. 2) 

Pu oxidation state VI III, IV, V, VI 

pH 1, 2.5, 5, 9 1 

Ionic strength            1 M NaClO4                                                1 M NaClO4

[Pu] 2.5×10-6 mol/L 6×10-5 mol/L 

[FA] 0.5 mg/L 0–36 mg/L stepwise 

Detection CE-ICP-MS CE-ICP-MS 

Conditions 
All experiments were performed in contact with air and 

light, under room temperature, and atmospheric pressure. 

 

Stabilization of Pu(III) 

In order to obtain data on Pu(III), it had to be assured that the oxidation state remains 

unchanged under the conditions that would be used later on in the experiments. The stability 

of a solution of Pu(III) with a concentration ~8 × 10-5 M in 0.1 M NaClO4 was investigated. In 

an attempt to stabilize Pu(III), a freshly electrolyzed solution of Pu(III) in 0.1 M NaClO4 was 
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contacted with GoHy-573 FA, hydroxy-ammonium hydrochloride, ß-alanin, and ascorbic acid 

at various concentrations. The speciation was performed by CE-ICP-MS, UV-

vis spectroscopy, or by liquid-liquid extraction indicating that hydroxy-ammonium 

hydrochloride is best suited for the stabilization of Pu(III) up to pH = 6. 

 

Table 4: Concentrations and conditions used in the experiments for determining the 

complexation constant of Pu(III) with Aldrich humic acid (AHA).  

[Pu] mol/L [AHA] mg/L pH Conditions 

1x10-6

1x10-7 

1x10-8

0, 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 15 20, 25, 40, 55 

0, 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 15 20, 25, 40, 55 

0, 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 15 20, 25, 40, 55 

3, 4 

3, 4 

3 

air and argon 

air and argon 

air 

 

Complexation experiments 

For the complexation experiments, Aldrich humic acid (HA) and Pu(III)/Pu(IV) were brought 

into contact at different pH values and the mixtures were shaken continuously. After 

equilibration times of one week, aliquots of the solutions were filtrated using ultrafiltration 

(1 k Dalton pore size), and the free Pu ion concentration was determined by LSC. The loading 

capacity (LC) was determined from plots of [MHA(z)] / [HA(z)]t vs. [Mz+]t / [HA(z)]t for the 

different pH values as discussed in detail by Kim and Czerwinski [34].  The experimental 

conditions used for the investigation of the complexation of Pu(III) with Aldrich HA are 

shown in Tab. 4.  
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Figure 7: Decrease in the concentration of Aldrich humic acid (AHA) in solution at different 

pH-values (1.8, 2.5, and 3.0) as a function of time (values in percent define the decrease after 

10 d) for a starting AHA solution of 25 mg/L. 
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Precipitation of Aldrich humic acid (AHA) as a function of pH 

The influence of the pH value on the precipitation of AHA at pH 1.8, 2.5, and 3.0 was studied 

by UV-vis spectroscopy by measuring the change in concentration of AHA in solution. AHA 

was used at concentrations of 1, 10, and 25 mg/L. A precipitate of AHA at the bottom of the 

cuvette was easily observable at lower pH values. 

A reduction of the AHA concentration in solution (original concentration 25 mg/L) by 80% at 

pH 1.8, 30% at pH 2.5 and almost 0% at pH 3.0 was found for the Aldrich humic acid after 

240 h (Fig. 7).  

 

Limitation of the ultrafiltration method for the determination of the complexation constants 

with humic substances 

FA is soluble in all pH ranges whereas HA precipitates at pH < 3 as shown in Fig. 7. 

Therefore, FA is better suited for determining the complexation constants of metal ions at low 

pH values, where adsorption effects on filter materials are almost negligible. 
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Figure 8: Percentage of humic (square dot) and fulvic acids (round dot) on the filter in the 

presence and absence of metal ions at pH 6, contact time of seven days, [Ca2+, La3+, Zr4+] =  

10-4 M and [FA, HA] = 20 mg/L. 

 

To study the applicability of the ultrafiltration method for the determination of complextation 

constants of metal ions with HA and FA, different metal ions (Ca(II), La(III), Zr(IV)) have 

been chosen. FA and HA (20 and 50 mg/L) were brought into contact with the metal ions 

(Ca(II), La(III), Zr(IV), 10-4 M) at pH 6 and the mixtures were shaken continuously. After a 
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preselected time (168 h), aliquots of the solution were filtrated using ultrafiltration (1k Dalton 

pore size), and the concentration of the humic substances in the filtrate was determined by 

UV-vis spectroscopy. As can be seen in Fig. 8, between 40 to 60% of FA passes through the 

filter depending on the complexed element. 

In the case of HA, only 5 to 15% of HA pass through the filter. From this data it can be 

concluded that the ultrafiltration method is not suited for the determination of complexation 

constants with fulvic acid. 

 

4.2 Reduction of plutonium in contact with fulvic acid 

The reduction of Pu(VI) in contact with Gorleben FA has been investigated by on-line 

coupling CE-ICP-MS. Tab. 3 describes the experimental conditions and parameters for the 

redox experiments. The reduction rate of Pu(VI) is strongly influenced by the pH, ionic 

strength, concentration, and Eh of the solution. Fig. 9 shows the reduction of Pu(VI) by FA as 

a function of time. The reduction of Pu(VI) by FA shows a significant dependence on the pH 

value. The enhanced reduction of Pu(VI) by increasing the pH may be explained by the 

increased fraction of dissociated groups of FA. Therefore, the rate of reduction increases by 

increasing the pH [36]. In these redox experiments, Eh and temperature were not measured. 

 

 
Time (h) 

Figure 9: Reduction of Pu(VI) (2.5 × 10-6 M) in contact with Gorleben fulvic acid (Gohy-

573, 0.5 mg/L) at ionic strength I ≈ 1 M NaClO4 and different pH values as a function of time 

as determined by CE-ICP-MS (Tab. 3, Expt. 1). 
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The kinetics of the Pu(VI) reduction by FA is slower at acidic pH compared to neutral pH. At 

neutral pH, a complete reduction of Pu(VI) by FA within one day is observed. Consistently, a 

fast reduction of Pu(VI) by humic substances is reported by Choppin [37] and for humic-rich 

Gorleben groundwater by Marquardt et al. [38]. 

 

Redox kinetics of plutonium with Gorleben fulvic acid 

For the investigation of the redox kinetics of the different oxidation states of Pu with 

Gorleben FA (pH about 1), the FA has been added stepwise. The composition of the different 

oxidation states was checked by CE-ICP-MS. Tab. 3 (Expt. 2) describes the experimental 

conditions. 
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Figure 10: Interaction of a plutonium cocktail (6 × 10-5 M) with Gorleben fulvic acid   

(Gohy-573, 36 mg/L) at ionic strength I ≈ 1 M NaClO4 and  pH 1 as a function of time 

determined by CE-ICP-MS (Tab. 3, Expt. 2) 

 

Fig. 10 presents the redox kinetics of a stable mixture of all four naturally occurring 

plutonium oxidation states (~5% Pu(III), ~39% Pu(IV), ~22% Pu(V), and ~34% Pu(VI)) 

brought stepwise in contact with Gorleben FA for a contact time up to one month. Within 

approx. two hours, Pu(IV) and Pu(VI) are disappeared and Pu(V) and Pu(III) are formed. The 

increase in the Pu(V) concentration is the result of both the reduction of Pu(VI) and the 

oxidation of Pu(IV) which is associated with the fact that the Gorleben FA was added 

stepwise under aerobic conditions. Only after the complete amount of Gorleben FA (36 mg/L) 

has been added and no additional oxygen was introduced into the solution, the reducing 

power of the FA apparently becomes dominant, and the intermediately produced Pu(V) is 
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reduced to Pu(IV), see Fig. 10, so that the majority of the plutonium is finally in the oxidation 

states III and IV. This is an important result as it indicates that the speciation of plutonium in 

the presence of humic substances needs not to be studied with Pu(VI) and Pu(V) because they 

are unstable under these conditions. 

The experiments have shown that Pu(VI) is reduced by FA and HA to Pu(IV) and Pu(III) 

within a couple of weeks. Similar reduction behavior was found for humic rich Gorleben 

ground water [39]. The reduction of Pu(VI) with FA occurs faster with increasing pH values, 

and this was also found for HA [40]. The studies have shown that the reduction of Pu(VI) to 

Pu(V) is fast compared to the reduction of Pu(V) to Pu(IV) and Pu(III). The slow reduction of 

tetravalent plutonium to Pu(III) is due to the hydrolysis (Pu(IV)(OH)x
(4-x)+), in particular at 

neutral pH (Pu(OH)4), and the formation of eigen-colloids leading to a stabilization of Pu(IV) 

and thus decreasing the speed of reduction to the trivalent plutonium [32]. A further reduction 

of the pentavalent to tetravalent and trivalent plutonium occurs mainly at acidic pH, as 

discussed here for Gorleben FA and reported by several authors for HA [32, 36-39, 41]. 

 

Redox behavior of Pu(III) 

A solution of freshly electrolyzed Pu(III) was analyzed with the focus on the redox behavior 

of Pu(III). It was found that the solution contained > 95% Pu(III) even after more than one 

month from the moment of preparation. This experiment was conducted at pH 0.1, under 

aerobic conditions, at room temperature. However, a pH 0.1 (1 M HClO4) is not relevant for 

natural conditions. Therefore, a solution of freshly prepared Pu(III) with a concentration of 

7.6 x 10-6 M in 0.1 M NaClO4 at pH 5.5 was investigated by CE-ICP-MS over a period of 

about two weeks with respect to the redox behavior of plutonium. The experiment was 

conducted in an inert gas box (Ar, ~1–3 ppm O2) at room temperature. It was observed that 

Pu(III) is rapidly oxidized.  

In order to stabilize a solution of Pu(III), it was contacted with the following reagents. 

GoHy-573 FA, hydroxy-ammonium hydrochloride, ß-alanin, and ascorbic acid at various 

concentrations. It was found that the best suited reducing agent was NH2OHHCl. A 

concentration of [NH2OHHCl] = 0.025 M was necessary in order to achieve reliable results. 

However, it was only possible to maintain Pu(III) in the reduced form up to pH 6. All the 

following experiments with Pu(III) were conducted in the presence of 0.025 M NH2OHHCl. 
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4.3 Complexation of plutonium with humic substances 

The time dependence of the complexation of plutonium with HA has been investigated and 

the complexation constants of Pu(IV) at various pH values have been determined. Different 

concentrations of Pu(IV) (6.6 × 10-6 to 6.6 × 10-8 M), HA (0.01 to 25 mg/L) have been used. 

The experiments show that a period of about one week is necessary to reach equilibrium for 

the complexation of Pu(IV) with HA. The stability constants (logßLC) [34] were determined 

by means of ultrafiltration. For the LC [34], values of 3.3% at pH 1.8, 4.5% at pH 2.5, (see 

Fig. 11) and 9.2% at pH 3 for Pu(IV) were obtained. It has been observed that Pu(IV) exists 

as [Pu(OH)2]2+ at pH values 0.3 to 2.0 in aqueous solution [42], so Z = 2 was considered for 

the LC calculation [34]. The logßLC values calculated are 6.5–7.9 at pH 1.8; 6.7-8.3 at pH 2.5; 

6.4–8.4 at pH 3. The scattering of the logßLC values may be due to co-precipitation effects 

with humic acid at the low pH values and colloid formation of Pu(IV).  
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Figure 11: Determination of the loading capacity (LC) for the complexation of Pu(IV) with 

humic acid at pH 2.5, [Pu(IV)] = 6.6 × 10-7 M, [HA] = 0–25 mg/L, and ionic strength 0.1 M 

NaClO4. 

 
The complexation of the trivalent plutonium with Aldrich HA was investigated in a similar 

way. The kinetics of the complexation of Pu(III) with Aldrich HA was investigated in the 

presence of 0.025 M NH2OHHCl under atmospheric and inert-gas conditions. Several 

solutions of freshly electrolyzed Pu(III) ([239Pu(III)] = 1x10-6 M), were mixed with AHA at 

pH 3, 3.5, and 4. The concentrations of HA were also varied, ([AHA] = 0, 2.5, 10, 25 mg/L). 

The ultrafiltration technique was employed for these experiments. By simply observing the 

changes of the ratio free plutonium/complexed plutonium, it was determined that the 
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complexation is fast, especially at higher concentrations of AHA. The complexation was 

completed in maximum one day as shown in Fig. 12 for pH 3. 

 
Figure 12: Time dependence of the complexation of Pu(III) with Aldrich humic acid at pH 3 

in the presence of 0.025 M NH2OHHCl under atmospheric conditions.  

 
For the calculation of logß values, additional experiments were conducted. The experimental 

conditions are summarized in Tab. 4. For the PEC of the AHA, the value given by Kim and 

Czerwinski [34] (PECAHA = 5.43 ± 0.2 meq/g) was used yielding the complexation constants 

presented in Tab. 5. 

 

Table 5: Complexation constants of Pu(III) with Aldrich humic acid. 

pH LC logß (L/mol) 

3 

4 

0.045 ± 0.005 

0.11 ± 0.005 

6.21–6.86 

6.57–6.87 

 
Following the same procedure, the complexation of Am(III) with AHA was investigated in 

parallel. The aim was to compare the data obtained for the experiments performed in our 

laboratory with the literature. No literature data were found for the complexation of Pu(III) 

with HA but on the other hand there is a large amount of studies on other trivalent actinides 

[34, 43]. A solution of 241Am was contacted with HA as described in the experiments with 

plutonium. The advantage of working with 241Am(III) is that it is always in the trivalent state 

in solution and that it is possible to work with lower amounts of metal ion due to the relatively 

short half-life (432.2 a). A loading capacity of LC ≈ 0.038 was used resulting in logß = 6.1–

6.7. 
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5 Interaction of plutonium, neptunium, uranium, and humic 

substances with kaolinite 

5.1 Experimental 

Batch experiments with Np(V) and U(VI) 

The sorption of Np(V) and U(VI) on kaolinite KGa-1b was investigated in batch experiments 

at room temperature and defined ionic strengths, typically 0.1 and 0.01 M NaClO4, over a 

wide pH range under aerobic and anaerobic conditions. 50 mL polypropylene centrifuge tubes 

were used for the batch experiments. The total volume of the aqueous phase was 40 mL. For 

kaolinite the solid/solution ratio was 4 g/L. Experiments under anaerobic condition were 

carried out in a glove box under Ar atmosphere. All solutions used in the glove box were 

prepared with CO2-free Milli-Q water (18 MΩ). 

A suspension of kaolinite was prepared at the desired ionic strength and shaken for 72 h in an 

end-over-end rotator. After that the pH was adjusted to the appropriated pH using HClO4 or 

NaOH. In air-equilibrated samples with a pH greater than 7.0, certain amounts of 

NaHCO3/Na2CO3, calculated with the geochemical equilibrium speciation software Visual 

MINTEQ V. 2.5 [44], were added to accelerate equilibration with atmospheric CO2. The pH 

adjustment was repeated for several days until the pH value was stable. Next, aliquots of the 

stock solution of the corresponding actinide element were added to each sample. The pH was 

readjusted to the desired value immediately after the addition of the actinide. Then, the 

samples were shaken for 60 h. During this time, the pH of the solutions was checked for two 

times more and, if necessary, was adjusted. After a contact time of 60 hours, the solid and 

liquid phases were separated by centrifugation at 4025 g for 7 min in a centrifuge SIGMA 

3K30. The actinide concentration in the supernatant was determined by ICP-MS, 

γ spectroscopy, DNAA, or LSC, respectively, as described in Section 2. The percentage of 

actinide sorbed was calculated according to %1001
0

×⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −=Γ c

c f , where c0 and cf are the 

total actinide ion concentration in the clay suspension and its concentration in the supernatant 

after centrifugation, respectively. The effect of sorption on the wall of the centrifuge tubes 

was also determined and taken into account in the calculation of Γ. 
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Kinetic study of the sorption of Np(V) on kaolinite 

Kinetics experiments were performed to determine the time required to establish equilibrium 

conditions. The time dependence of Np(V) sorption on kaolinite was examined at pH 9.0 in 

0.1 M NaClO4 solution in the presence of ambient CO2 at 25 °C. 160 mg kaolinite were 

suspended in 40 mL 0.1 M NaClO4 solution. Calculated amounts of NaHCO3/Na2CO3 were 

added to accelerate equilibration with atmospheric CO2. The pH was adjusted to 9.0 using 0.1 

M NaOH solution. Aliquots of the Np(V) stock solutions were added to give a total 

concentration of 7 pM or 8 μM Np(V). Two control solutions containing no kaolinite were 

measured to determine the Np content in the 40 mL 0.1 M NaClO4 solution. During a period 

of time between 1 to 6000 min, the suspensions were centrifuged at 4025 g for 7 min and 1 

mL of the supernatant was taken for Np analysis. To study the sorption of 8 µM total Np 

concentration during the first 15 min, seven aliquots of 1 mL were taken from clay suspension 

after different time intervals and filtered with 0.2 µm pore size mini syringe membrane filter. 

The 237Np concentration in the filtrates was measured by γ spectroscopy.  

To study the kinetics of the desorption process, the kaolinite batch was re-suspended in 40 mL 

fresh 0.1 M NaClO4 solution at pH 9.0. The percentage of Np desorbed from kaolinite was 

measured as a function of time.  

 

Sorption isotherms 

The isotherm of Np(V) sorption on kaolinite was determined at pH 9.0 in ambient air. After 

preconditioning and pH adjustment as described above, aliquots of Np(V) stock solutions 

were added to obtain the following total Np concentrations in the kaolinite suspensions: 

4.8 × 10-12, 5.7 × 10-12, 1.5 × 10-11, 1 × 10-9, 1 × 10-7, 1 × 10-6, 1 × 10-5, 2.5 × 10-5, and 

1 × 10-4 M.  

At low Np concentrations, only 239Np was used. At concentrations of 1 nM and higher, 237Np 

was added. Immediately after the addition of Np, the pH was readjusted to 9.0. The pH was 

checked after 60 h and, if necessary, readjusted. The samples were shaken for about 60 h. 

Then, the final pH was measured, and the aqueous and solid phases were separated by 

centrifugation at 4025 g for 7 min. Subsequently, the supernatant was analyzed by 

γ spectroscopy. The isotherm for the sorption of 8 μM Np(V) at pH 9.0 in ambient air on 

varying amounts of kaolinite ranging from 0.5 to 25.0 g/L was determined in the same way as 

described in this paragraph. 
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Batch experiments with Pu(III) and Pu(IV 

The experimental conditions for the sorption of Pu(III), Pu(IV), Am(III), and Th(IV) are 

summarized in Tab. 6. The pH of the solutions was controlled regularly. The solid and liquid 

phases were separated by centrifugation (2500 rpm for 1 h).  

Table 6: Experimental parameters and conditions for the sorption studies of Pu(III), Pu(IV), 

Am(III), and Th(IV) on  kaolinite. 

Parameter Conditions 

Kaolinite, [KGa-1b] 4 g/L 

[239Pu(III)] 

 [241Am(III)] 

 [239Pu(IV)] 

1×10-6–1×10-8 M 

8 × 10-9 M 

3.5 × 10-7–6.9 × 10-9 M 

[234Th(IV)] 6.6 × 10-13 M 

Ionic strength I 0.1 M NaClO4

pH 1–11 

Preconditioning time 48–64 h 

Contact time of kaolinite with plutonium 48–120 h 

pCO2 10-3.5 atm 

Phase separation (centrifugation) 1 h (~ 2500 rpm) 

Detection LSC, DNAA, γ spectroscopy 

Anaerobic conditions ~100% argon , < 4 ppm O2

 

The sorbed amount of Pu (air-dried kaolinite, solid phase) was also measured for some 

samples by DNAA. Using the LSC data for the liquid phase and the DNAA data for the solid 

phase, the amount of free and sorbed plutonium could be determined. From both 

measurements, the total amount of plutonium was controlled thus showing consistency. For 

all sorption experiments, < 10 % sorption on the centrifuge tube walls depending on pH 

values was found and a mathematical correction was applied. 

 

Desorption experiments 

After performing the sorption studies, the supernatants were removed and fresh 0.1 M 

NaClO4 was added to the solid phase at the desired pH value. The newly formed suspension 

was shaken continuously for five days, the same time that was applied for the sorption studies 

of Pu on kaolinite. Finally, the samples were centrifuged (2500 rpm for 1 h) and the 

plutonium concentration in the supernatant was determined by LSC. 
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5.2 Sorption of Pu(III) and Pu(IV) on kaolinite  

Effect of contact time on the sorption of Pu(IV) on kaolinite 

The sorption experiments were performed with different contact times (64 to 120 h) at pH  

1–11. No significant time dependence was observed at all pH values. For the sorption 

experiments described in the following, 120 h have been chosen as contact time. 

 

Effect of pH on the sorption of Pu(IV) on kaolinite 

The sorption of tetravalent plutonium on kaolinite was investigated as a function of pH and 

the obtained results are shown in Fig. 13. A pH range of 0–11 was studied with Pu(IV) 

concentrations of 3.56 × 10-7–6.91 × 10-9 M and a solid phase concentration of 4 g/L with 

ionic strength I = 0.1 M (NaClO4). As can be seen from Fig. 13, the sorption behavior of 

plutonium on kaolinite is almost constant for varying concentrations of plutonium. The 

sorption of Pu(IV) in contact with kaolinite is strongly influenced by the pH. The sorption 

edge can be observed at pH ≈ 1.  
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Figure 13: Sorption of tetravalent plutonium ions on kaolinite (4.0 g/L) as a function of pH at 

I = 0.1 M (NaClO4) and 25 oC, after 120 h equilibration time with pCO2 = 10-3.5 atm using 

varying plutonium concentrations. 

 

The sorption increases with increasing pH up to 85 % at pH 2 and then decreases down to 

55 % at pH 4. In order to shed light on the sorption behavior of Pu(IV) at pH 4–6, the 

oxidation state of the remaining Pu in the liquid phase after sorption on kaolinite was 

determined by liquid-liquid extraction [18, 45]. It has been found that at pH ≈ 4, Pu(V) is the 
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dominant species in solution. It seems that the initially added Pu(IV) is partially oxidized in 

the liquid phase to Pu(V) in contact with kaolinite at pH values 4–6 under aerobic and 

anaerobic conditions, which might be an explanation for the lower sorption in this pH range. 

At pH > 8.5, the negatively charged plutonium carbonate species are predominant in the 

presence of CO2, thus leading to a decrease of sorption of plutonium on the negatively 

charged kaolinite surface at that pH. In the absence of CO2 at pH > 8.5, a stronger sorption of 

Pu(IV) on kaolinite has been found compared to the sorption in the presence of CO2.  

 

Desorption of Pu(IV) from kaolinite 

Desorption experiments were also carried out at different pH values under the same 

experimental conditions used in the sorption experiments applying a fresh NaClO4 solution of 

I = 0.1 M and buffered at the appropriate pH value. A desorption of 1–10% plutonium from 

kaolinite occurs depending on the pH. This indicates that the plutonium ions are bound 

strongly on kaolinite (chemisorption rather than physisorption) and that the sorption is only 

partially reversible. 

 

Comparison of the sorption behavior of Pu(IV) and Th(IV) 

For the tetravalent actinides Th(IV) and Pu(IV), a similar sorption behavior was found as a 

function of pH (Fig. 14). The sorption edges of Pu(IV) and Th(IV) for kaolinite are both at pH 

≈ 1. It is supposed that at pH > 8.5 tetravalent Pu carbonate species are responsible for the 

decrease in sorption whereas no significant decrease was found for Th(IV). 
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Figure 14: Comparison of the sorption of the tetravalent actinides Pu and Th on kaolinite as 

a function of pH; pCO2 = 10-3.5 atm, [KGa-1b] = 4 g/L, contact time = 120 h. 
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At intermediate pH ranges (4–6), approx. 55–65% of the plutonium has been sorbed on the 

kaolinite, whereas in the case of thorium, 80–90% has been sorbed. As discussed earlier, at 

pH 4–6, the lower sorption for Pu(IV) may occur as a result of the (partial) oxidation of 

Pu(IV) in the liquid phase to Pu(V). Pu(V) is expected to exhibit a lower sorption than 

Pu(IV). Thorium exists in aqueous solution only as Th(IV) and hence, no decrease in the 

sorption at pH 4–6 should occur. 

 

Sorption of Pu(III) on kaolinite, time dependence 

For the investigation of the sorption of Pu(III) on kaolinite  the same procedure as the one 

described for Pu(IV) was applied. The experimental conditions are presented in Tab. 6. The 

influence of the contact time was investigated for the solutions with the highest concentration, 

in air as well as under inert atmosphere. There were found only slight changes between the 

sorption rates obtained from measurements performed 24 h and six days after the contact of 

kaolinite with plutonium (1–3% higher sorption after six days). Between the sorption rate 

after six days and one month there was no significant difference. 

 

The influence of pH on the sorption of Pu(III) on kaolinite 

The sorption of Pu(III) on kaolinite was investigated as a function of pH under atmospheric 

conditions and parallel under inert gas conditions in a glove box. Am(III) was used as a 

charge state analogue for comparison. The results obtained for the sorption of the two 

actinides under aerobic and anaerobic conditions are presented in Figs. 15 and 16. As can be 

seen there is no significant difference. 

 
Figure 15:  Sorption of Am(III) and Pu(III) on kaolinite under argon atmosphere as a 

function of pH (corrected for wall sorption). 
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The sorption edge at pH 5.5 is observed with low sorption below that value and high sorption 

above for both Am(III) and Pu(III). Also, it can be observed that the different concentrations 

of plutonium do not influence the sorption on kaolinite. Parallel to the sorption of plutonium 

on kaolinite, the walls of the vessels have also exhibited a tendency to sorb plutonium. Thus, 

not all plutonium that was not found in solution had to be necessarily sorbed on kaolinite. 

Therefore, the sorption on the walls of the vessels has been determined. For this, the vessels 

were emptied, and washed with Milli-Q water to remove the last traces of kaolinite. Then, 

they were dried and the plutonium was removed from the walls with 2 mL of a mixture of 

0.36 M HCl/0.05 M HF. The activity of this solution was determined by LSC, and the amount 

of plutonium found on the walls was subtracted from the amount of metal considered to be 

sorbed on kaolinite. The wall sorption was also pH dependent. The oxidation state of 

plutonium desorbed from the walls of the vessels was determined by liquid-liquid extraction 

and it was found that > 95% was Pu(IV). It could not be detected whether the metal was 

sorbed from the beginning as Pu(IV). The fraction of Pu(IV) increased with the pH as 

NH2OHHCl is only able to keep the solution safely reduced to Pu(III) up to pH ≈ 6. 

 

 
 

Figure 16: Sorption of Am(III) and Pu(III) on kaolinite under air as a function of pH 

(corrected for wall sorption). 

 

Reversibility of the sorption of Pu(III) 

The reversibility of the sorption was also investigated. For this, the samples were centrifuged 

and the supernatant was removed. The solid phase was afterwards re-suspended in a fresh 
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solution of 0.1 M NaClO4 with the same pH as the original solution. The suspension was then 

shaken for 48 hours. After a new centrifugation, the concentration of plutonium was 

determined measuring the activity of the supernatant by LSC. In all cases it was found that 3–

10% of the plutonium sorbed on kaolinite in the earlier experiments, were desorbed and found 

in the solution. This could be an indication that the sorption on the surface of the kaolinite is 

not a physical but a chemical sorption and is mostly irreversible. The pH values of the 

solutions were next lowered to pH ≈ 1 with 0.1 M HClO4, and after 48 h of shaking the 

samples, they were again centrifuged and the amount of plutonium measured. It was 

determined that > 90% of the sorbed plutonium was desorbed and found in the solution. These 

results will be used later in the section dealing with the ternary system Pu(III)–kaolinite–

AHA. 

In order to understand the processes that take place on the surface of the kaolinite, it is 

necessary to investigate also the speciation of the solid phase. Huertas et al. [46] give a 

detailed description for this. They found that the aluminium layer is positively charged below 

pH ≈ 5.5 and that the silicon sites contribute to the negative charge under neutral and basic pH 

(Fig. 17). The overall surface is neutral in a narrow range at pH ≈ 5.5 (point of zero charge, 

pHzpc), as a result of the balance of positive and negative charges irrespective of the nature of 

the sites. The negative charge above pH 5.5 is produced by the deprotonation of the ≡SiOH 

groups and at pH > 9 of the AlOH groups. The sorption curves of the positively charged 

Pu(III) show a considerable increase of the sorption exactly from the point when the solid 

phase surface is negatively charged.  

 

Figure 17:  Speciation of the surface of KGa-1 kaolinite as a function of pH at I = 0.1 M, and 

the charge of the surface of kaolinite as a function of ionic strength and pH. The point of zero 

charge is also indicated in (b)[46]. 
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It can be concluded that the charge of the solid phase surface plays an important role with 

respect to the sorption behavior of Pu(III) on kaolinite. Thus, at pH < 5, the Pu+3 ion can be 

repulsed by the positively charged surface, so the cation exchange with the kaolinite is 

hindered, explaining the low sorption. At higher pH values, the opposite effect is encountered 

and inner-sphere surface complexation to ≡SiOAn2+, ≡SiOAn(OH)+, and ≡SiOAn(OH)2° as 

well as ≡AlOAn2+, ≡AlOAn(OH)+, and ≡AlOAn(OH)2° is to be expected, with an increase of 

the sorption. 

 
XAFS measurements 

For a better understanding of the sorption process of plutonium species on the solid phase, 

several samples of Pu(III) and Pu(IV) sorbed on kaolinite were analyzed by X-ray absorption 

spectroscopy. This kind of measurements has been performed for the first time for plutonium 

sorbed on kaolinite. The samples were prepared in Mainz and the measurements were 

performed at the INE beamline at ANKA (Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe). Two beam times 

were allocated for the measurements at ANKA. The experimental conditions are summarized 

in Tab. 7. It was determined in all cases by XANES spectroscopy that the oxidation state of 

plutonium sorbed on kaolinite was Pu(IV). The results of the measurements performed in the 

year 2005 are shown in Tab. 8. From the experimental Pu LIII-edge k3-weighted EXAFS data 

and fits it can be observed that sample B exhibits a different EXAFS pattern in particular in 

the k range 6–8 Å. 

 

Table 7: Description of the samples examined by XAFS

Year Sample Description 

2005 

2005 

2005 

2005 

Pu(IV) A 

Pu(III) B 

Pu(IV) C 

Pu(IV) D 

pH 1, air, 94 ppm 

pH 6, argon, 243 ppm 

pH 4, air, 370 ppm 

pH 9, air, 412 ppm 

2006 

2006 

2006 

2006 

Pu(III) E 

Pu(III) F 

Pu(III) G 

Pu(IV) H 

pH 6, argon, 359 ppm 

pH 8, argon, 404 ppm 

pH 10, argon, 426 ppm 

pH 6, air, 282 ppm 

 

While EXAFS indicates a Pu-Al/Si coordination shell at 3.62–3.66 Å for the samples A, C, 

and D which can be explained by an inner-sphere sorption of the polynuclear Pu(IV) species 

formed in solution to the kaolinite surface, the EXAFS spectrum of the sample B could not be 
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modeled with a Pu-Al/Si shell. The best fit was obtained by including an additional Pu-O 

interaction at 3.25 Å. The data resulting from the experiments performed in the year 2006 are 

still being analyzed. It is so far clear from XANES and EXAFS analyses that plutonium is 

found in the tetravalent form on the surface of kaolinite. The finding of the Pu(IV)-Pu(IV) 

interaction on the surface of kaolinite is in good agreement with the published results of Neck 

et al. [47] according to which in neutral to alkaline solutions, at a constant level of 

log[Pu(IV)] = -8.3 ± 1.0, Pu(IV) colloids are present in solution. They have also proposed that 

Pu(OH)3(s) is unstable and undergoes a solid transformation into PuO2(s) [47]. This is in line 

with the XANES/EXAFS observation in the present work, that the sorbed species on the solid 

phase is Pu(IV) when Pu(III) is brought into contact with kaolinite at pH > 6. 

 
Table 8: Distances to Pu neighbors in Å measured by EXAFS.  

 8 × O1 2 × O2 2 × Al/Si 2 × Pu 

A 2.34 - 3.66 3.70 

B 2.31 3.25 - 3.70 

C 2.28 - 3.62 3.69 

D 2.27 - 3.62 3.68 

Further XAFS experiments are planned for investigating the ternary system Pu–kaolinite–HA. 

 

Comparison of the sorption behavior of Pu(IV), Th(IV), Pu(III), Am(III) 

The effect of pH on the sorption of tri- and tetravalent actinides (Pu(III), Am(III), and Pu(IV), 

Th(IV)) on kaolinite has been investigated in detail. As can be seen from Fig. 18, the sorption 

edge found for both trivalent actinides (Am, Pu) is at pH ≈ 5.5.  
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Figure 18: Sorption of trivalent (Pu, Am) and tetravalent (Pu, Th) actinides on kaolinite as a 

function of pH; pCO2 = 10-3.5 atm, [KGa-1b] = 4 g/L, contact time = 120 h. 
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For the trivalent actinides no significant effect was found in the presence of carbonate species 

in the solution, i.e., a decrease of the sorption of trivalent actinides on kaolinite at pH > 8 was 

not observed. A strong sorption of tetravalent actinides on kaolinite at lower pH values was 

found with the sorption edge at pH 1.5 and an influence of carbonate at pH > 8 in the case of 

plutonium. 

 

5.3 Sorption of Np(V) on kaolinite 

Batch experiments 

Kinetics of sorption and desorption 

As shown in Fig. 19, for total concentrations of 7 pM and 8 μM Np(V), the sorption and 

desorption processes at pH 9.0 are fast and equilibrium was reached in about two hours. At 

low Np(V) concentration, about 80% of Np(V) was sorbed in the first two hours, and only 

20% of the Np(V) sorbed could be desorbed. In contrast, at higher Np(V) concentration about 

60% of Np(V) was sorbed and 20% desorbed. As a conclusion, the sorption of Np(V) at 

kaolinite is fast, reversible at environmentally-relevant concentration, and not fully reversible 

at higher Np concentration. 
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Figure 19: Percentage sorption/desorption of Np(V) on kaolinite as a function of time at pH 

9.0 in 0.1 M NaClO4, 4 g/L, 25 °C, pCO2 = 10
-3.5 

atm. 

 

Sorption isotherms 

Fig. 20A shows a linear increase in the amount of Np(V) sorbed on kaolinite with increasing 

Np concentration in the range of 4.8 × 10-12 to 1 × 10-5 M. In this range, the sorption behavior 
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could be fitted to a Freundlich-type isotherm with a slope of one. That means, the sorption 

mechanism of Np(V) on kaolinite in this concentration range is similar. At total 

concentrations of 1 × 10-5 and 1 × 10-4 M Np(V), precipitation was observed (Fig. 20A). The 

equilibrium concentration of 2 × 10-5 M Np(V) agrees with the Np concentration determined 

from the solubility of NaNpO2CO3(s) in 0.1 M NaClO4 at pH 9.0 [48]. Therefore, the 

following batch experiments and EXAFS measurements were performed at a total Np(V) 

concentration of 8 μM or less. 

The dependence of the sorption of 8 μM Np(V) on the solid-to-liquid ratio (g/L) at pH 9.0 is 

shown in Fig. 20B. The percentage of Np sorbed increases with increasing amount of 

kaolinite form 0.5 to 10.0 g/L. This reflects the increase in surface sites available for Np 

sorption as more kaolinite is added. The percentage sorption remains constant above 10.0 g/L.  
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Figure 20: Sorption isotherms for Np(V) on kaolinite at pH 9.0 in 0.1 M NaClO4 (pCO2 = 

10
-3.5 

atm) at 25 °C. A – dependence on Np(V) concentration; B – dependence on kaolinite 

concentration. 

 

Effect of pH and CO2 presence 

After studying the kinetics and isotherms of Np(V) sorption at pH 9, its dependence on pH 

and  CO2 was investigated in more detail since not much is known about it from the literature. 

Briefly, Niitsu et al. [49] studied the effect of humic acid on the sorption of Np(V) on 

kaolinite. They measured the sorption coefficient, Kd, at pH 6-11 and with humic acid 

concentrations of 0 to 40 mg/L at 0.1 M ionic strength and a Np(V) concentration of 7 μM 

under Ar atmosphere. Kohler et al. [50] investigated the sorption of Np(V) on kaolinite in the 

absence of ambient CO2 at 0.1 M ionic strength. The concentration of Np(V)  was 0.1 μM.     
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Figure 21 shows the sorption of Np(V) on kaolinite at the environmentally-relevant 

concentration of 7 pM as a function of the pH and in the presence and absence of CO2. The 

curves show that the sorption edge occurs at pH 8.0. The uptake of Np(V) by kaolinite 

strongly increased above pH 7.0 and reached its sorption maximum (84%) at pH 9.0 in the 

presence of CO2. Above pH 9.0, the amount of Np(V) sorbed on kaolinite decreased and 

reached 0% at pH 10.0 due to the formation of Np(V)-carbonato species in the aqueous 

solution. In the CO2-free system, the sorption of Np(V) increased continuously with pH until 

a sorption of 100% was reached at pH 10.0.  
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Figure 21: Sorption of 7 pM Np(V) on kaolinite (4 g/L) as a function of pH in 0.1 M NaClO4 

in the absence and presence of  CO2  (pCO2 = 10
-3.5 

atm) at 25 °C. 

 

A similar sorption behavior was found in batch experiments in the CO2-equilibrated system 

with Np concentrations of 8 µM. Fig. 22 shows the sorption behavior of Np(V) on kaolinite at 

a total concentration of 8.0 µM Np. The uptake of Np(V) by kaolinite starts at pH 7.0 and the 

sorption edge occurs at approx. pH 8.0 in the presence and absence of CO2. A sorption 

maximum is observed at pH 9 (70 % sorption) in the air-equlibrated system. In the CO2-free 

system, the sorption of Np(V) increases with increasing the pH until 80 % at pH 10.0. In 

ambient CO2 atmosphere, the sorption of Np(V) starts to decrease at pH 9.0, and no sorption 

is observed at pH 10.0. The decrease of Np(V) sorption with increasing pH can be explained 

by the formation of negatively charged Np(V)-carbonato species in solution and an increase 

in the negative surface charge of the mineral. 
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Figure 22: Sorption of 8 μM Np(V) on kaolinite (4 g/L) as a  function of pH in 0.1 M NaClO4 

in the presence (pCO2 = 10
-3.5 

atm) and absence of  CO2 at 25 °C. 

 

Effect of ionic strength 

The sorption of Np(V) on kaolinite was investigated also as a function of ionic strength at 

total concentrations of 7 pM and 8 μM Np(V). Fig. 23 shows the sorption behavior at low 

concentration in the presence and absence of CO2 in 0.01 and 0.1 M NaClO4. In contrast to 

the experiments performed under Ar atmosphere, ionic strength affects the sorption of Np(V) 

when CO2 is present (Fig. 23A). The sorption edge in 0.01 M NaClO4 is shifted by 0.5 units 

toward higher pH, i.e., the sorption increases with increasing ionic strength (up to 10% at pH 

9). A similar effect of ionic strength was observed for 8 µM Np(V) (Fig. 24A).  
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Figure 23: Sorption of 7 pM Np(V) on kaolinite (4 g/L) as a function of pH at 0.01 and 0.1 M 

NaClO4 in the presence (A) (pCO2 = 10
-3.5 

atm )and absence (B) of CO2 at 25 °C. 
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The CO2-free experiments both at 7 pM and 8 μM Np(V) showed that the ionic strength (0.01 

and 0.1 M NaClO4) has no effect on the sorption (Figs. 23B and 24B), indicating inner-sphere 

sorption of Np(V) species at the kaolinite surface.    

 

 

Figure 24: Sorption of 8.0 μM Np(V) on kaolinite (4 g/L) as a  function of pH at 0.1 and 0.01 

M NaClO4 in presence (A) ( =10
2COp

-3.5 
atm) and absence (B) of  CO2 at 25 °C. 

 
 

XAFS measurements 

The use of EXAFS spectroscopy and related synchrotron radiation techniques for the 

molecular-level speciation of environmental contaminants including actinides such as Np 

leads to an improved understanding of the fundamental chemical processes determining their 

behavior in complex systems. From the available literature there is no information regarding 

XAFS studies of Np(V) sorption on kaolinite up to now. Therefore, our aim was to apply 

XAFS spectroscopy to study the sorption of Np(V) on kaolinite in aqueous solution in greater 

detail. XAFS investigations should deliver data on the speciation of Np(V) at the surface of 

kaolinite. Samples with different amounts of 237Np(V) sorbed on kaolinite were prepared in 

suspensions of 200 mg kaolinite in 50 mL 0.1 M NaClO4. Samples A, B, and C (Table 9) 

were prepared in the presence of ambient CO2 at pH 8.0, 9.0, and 10.0, respectively. Samples 

D, E, F, and G (Tab. 9) were prepared in a glove box with Ar atmosphere at pH 8.0, 9.0, 10.0, 

and 10.5, respectively. These samples can be compared to samples A–C prepared in 

equilibrium with air. Except for sample B, which was measured at 25 K as dry powder, all 
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samples were studied at room temperature as wet pastes. Tab. 9 summarizes the preparation 

conditions of samples A–G and the amount of Np sorbed in each sample. 

 

Table 9: Summary of XAFS samples prepared at 8 μM Np(V), 4.0 g /L, 0.1 M NaClO4. 

 
Sample Atmosphere pH T/K Np loading / ppm

A air 8.0 298 240 

B air 9.0 25 330 

C air 10.0 298 190 

D Ar 8.0 298 70 

E Ar 9.0 298 215 

F Ar 10.0 298 380 

G Ar 10.5 298 430 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

Fig. 25 shows the raw Np LII-edge k3-weighted EXAFS oscillations for Np(V) samples and 

their corresponding Fourier transforms (FTs). The spectrum of sample D has not been 

included in Fig. 25 due to the low-signal-to-noise ratio. The FTs are not corrected for EXAFS 

phase shifts causing peaks to appear at shorter distances (R+Δ) relative to true distance R. As 

can be seen from Fig. 25, the spectra of samples A–C show comparable EXAFS oscillations.  
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Figure 25:  Np LII-edge k3-weighted EXAFS spectra (left) and the corresponding Fourier 

transform magnitudes and real parts (right) for Np(V) sorption on kaolinite. See Tab. 9 for 

sample description. 
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Samples A–C prepared in the presence of CO2 show a different EXAFS pattern compared to 

samples E–G, which were prepared under Ar atmosphere. Five coordination shells are evident 

in the FTs of the samples A–C. A peak at about 1.3 Å dominates the FTs. This peak 

corresponds to the axial oxygen atom of the neptunyl unit (NpO2
+). A smaller FT peak at 

about 2.0 Å represents four oxygen atoms that are coordinated to neptunium in equatorial 

plane. A coordination shell at about 2.97 ± 0.02 Å corresponds to two carbon atoms (Tab. 10). 

The coordination shell at about 4.25 ± 0.03 Å results from the three-legged multiple scaring 

paths U–C–Odis along the Np-carbonate moiety (see Tab. 10 and Fig. 26). The peak at about 

4.88±0.02 Å represents one Np atom. Due to a poor signal-to-noise ratio in the spectra E–G, 

only two coordination shells were modeled at about 1.86±0.01 Å and 2.47±0.03 Å related to 

two axial and four equatorial oxygen atoms, respectively. In all samples the coordination 

numbers of all shells were held constant at the values determined during the previous fits.  

 

Table 10: EXAFS structure parameters of Np(V) sorbed on kaolinite (R ±  0.02 Å, σ2 = 

±0.001 Å2). 

2 × Oax 4 × Oeq 2 × C 2 × Odis 1 × Np ΔE0
Sample 

Conditions 

pH/CO2/T(K) R σ2 R σ2 R σ2 R σ2 R σ2 eV 

A 8.0, air, 298 1.84 0.003 2.56 0.008 3.00 0.004 4.25 0.006 4.90 0.003 0.7 

B 9.0, air, 25 1.85 0.004 2.57 0.004 2.97 0.001 4.28 0.003 4.88 0.003 0.3 

C 10.0, air, 298 1.86 0.003 2.52 0.006 2.90 0.003 4.23 0.010 4.88 0.003 0.8 

E 8.0, Ar, 298 1.85 0.003 2.45 0.013 - - - - - - 0.4 

F 9.0, Ar, 298 1.86 0.005 2.50 0.017 - - - - - - 0.4 

G 10.0, Ar, 298 1.87 0.003 2.47 0.013 - - - - - - 1.1 

NpO2(H2O)4
+ 

[51] 
0, air, 298 1.82 0.002 2.49 0.006 - - - - - - - 

NpO2(CO3)3
5- 

 

[52] 
-, air, 295 1.86 0.001 2.53 0.013 2.98 0.0004 4.22 Na - - - 

Tab. 10 summarizes the metrical parameters derived from the EXAFS fits. The Np 

coordination shells and bond distances of samples A, B, and C are consistent with the 

formation of a Np(V)-carbonato species at the kaolinite surface. The average Np-Oeq bond 

distance (2.47±0.03 Å) of samples E and G is somewhat shorter than in the Np(V)-aquo ion 

(see Tab. 10). The EXAFS investigations of the air-equilibrated samples show that NpO2
+ 

sorbed on the kaolinite surface is coordinated in a bidentate fashion by two carbonate groups 
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(Fig. 27B, see also Tab. 10). This is based on the detection of Np-C and Np-Odis interactions 

at about 3.0 and 4.2 Å, respectively. Based on the low signal-to-noise level of the data, a Np-

Si/Al shell was not modeled. Therefore, these spectra do not allow concluding on the 

formation of inner-sphere or outer-sphere sorption complexes. In the CO2-free system, the 

Np-Oeq distance of 2.47 Å is similar to or shorter than for NpO2
+(aq.)  (Tab. 10), indicating 

inner-sphere sorption of NpO2
+ on the kaolinite surface (Fig. 27A). 
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C
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Oax  
           

             

Figure 26: Structure model of NpO2(CO3)3
5-(aq.). 

 

This agrees with the conclusion drawn from the dependence of sorption of Np(V) on ionic 

strength. 
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A: inner-sphere sorption of NpO2
+                              B: inner-/outer-sphere sorption of NpO2(CO3)2

3-                       

 

Figure 27: Ball-and-stick representation of NpO2
+ (A) and NpO2(CO3)2

3- (B) sorbed to the 

surface of kaolinite. 
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Conclusions 

The sorption of Np(V) on kaolinite KGa-1b was investigated both by batch experiments and 

XAFS measurements. The sorption study showed that the Np(V) sorption on kaolinite is 

influenced by pH, Np concentration, ionic strength, partial pressure of CO2, and the amount of 

sorbent. The batch experiments showed significant differences between systems with and 

without CO2. In the presence of ambient CO2, the sorption of Np(V) increased with increasing 

ionic strength, the curves of Np(V) are characterized by a maximum at pH 9.0 with 7 pM as 

well as with 8 µM Np(V) concentration followed by decreasing sorption with increasing pH 

(to 0% sorption at pH 10) due to formation of strong Np(V)-carbonato complex in the 

aqueous solution. In the CO2-free system (Ar atmosphere), the sorption increases 

continuously with pH (to 100% at pH 10.0) and the batch experiments did not show any ionic 

strength dependence.  

Kinetic studies showed that the sorption and desorption processes of Np(V) on kaolinite are 

fast and that equilibrium was reached in about 3 h. The desorption process was not fully 

reversible at 8 µM but reversible at 7 pM Np(V). The sorption isotherms were also 

determined and the data could be fitted to a Freundlich isotherm in the concentration range 

from 7 × 10-12 M to 1 × 10-5 M. Above 5 × 10-5 M Np(V), the solutions became oversaturated. 

The Np(V) species sorbed on the kaolinite surface have been determined by EXAFS 

spectroscopy. Measurements in air-equilibrated system showed that the average distances of 

the  Np-Oax (1.84 Å), Np-Oeq (2.56 Å), Np-C (3.00 Å), and Np-Odis (4.25 Å) coordination 

shells agree with those of the [NpO2(CO3)3] moiety. The bidentate coordination of two CO3
2- 

groups to NpO2
+ indicates inner- or outer-sphere sorption of NpO2(CO3)2

3-  at the kaolinite 

surface. The precipitation of Np(V) carbonate at an initial concentration of 8 μM Np(V) can 

be ruled out based on the sorption isotherm measurements. The Np(V) surface complexes in 

the CO2-free system showed two prominent coordination shells, i.e., Np-Oax and Np-Oeq at 

1.87 and 2.47 Å, respectively. The Np-Oeq distance is slightly shorter than the corresponding 

value for the Np(V) aquo ion of 2.49 Å, indicating inner-sphere sorption of NpO2
+ on the 

kaolinite surface. This conclusion has been supported by our recent EXAFS in March 2007 

measurement that showed clear evidence for Np-Al/Si interaction. 
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5.4 Sorption of U(VI) on kaolinite 

Batch experiments 

Figs. 28 and 29 show the sorption curves for 1 and 10 µM U(VI) obtained in the presence and 

absence of CO2 for pH 3.0–10.0. For 1 µM total U(VI), the sorption edge occurs at pH 5. This 

observation agrees with the previous results of Sekine and Redden et al. [53, 54]. Maximum 

sorption occurs at pH ≥ 6. In the presence of CO2, the uptake by kaolinite starts to decrease at 

pH 8.5. At 10 µM total U(VI), the sorption edge is shifted slightly higher to pH 6. 
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Figure 28: Sorption of 1and 10 µM U(VI) on kaolinite (4 g/L) as a function of pH in the 

presence of  CO2 (pCO2 = 10-3.5 atm). 
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Figure 29: Sorption of 1and 10 µM U(VI) on kaolinite (4 g/L) as a function of pH in the 

absence of CO2. 
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The uranium uptake decreases above pH 8 in the presence of CO2 and remains at 100 % in the 

CO2-free system (see Figs. 28 and 29). It can be concluded that the results of our batch 

experiments are in good agreement with previous studies. 

The results of the chemical analysis of samples 1–8 used in the EXAFS measurements are 

summarized in Tab. 11. The sorption data for the majority of these samples can also be seen 

in the sorption curves for 10 µM U(VI) given in Figs. 28 and 29. The highest uranium loading 

of the EXAFS samples was 1200 ppm and the lowest loading was less than 100 ppm, i.e., 

significantly less than in the previous EXAFS study of Thompson at al. [55]. 

 

Table 11: Initial concentrations of U(VI)  in the solutions and analytical results for the 

EXAFS samples. Samples 1–7 were prepared in air-equilibrated solutions. 

Sample [U(VI)] µmol/L pHstart pHfinal ppm sorbed % sorbed 

1 10 5.0 4.96 99 16.6 

2 10 6.0 5.94 468 78.6 

3 10 7.0 6.93 540 90.7 

4 10 8.5 8.43 73 12.2 

5 5 7.0 6.71 291 97.6 

6 10 7.0 6.67 581 97.6 

7 20 7.0 6.83 1161 97.6 

8 10, no CO2 8.5 8.52 591 99.3 

 

XAFS measurements 

The raw data of the U LIII-edge k3-weighted EXAFS spectra of samples 1–8 together with the 

best theoretical fit to the data and the corresponding FTs are shown in Fig. 30. The metrical 

parameters derived from the least-square fits are summarized in Tab. 12. As expected for 

U(VI), the average distance between uranium and its two axial oxygen atoms, Oax, is nearly 

constant for all samples and equals 1.79 ± 0.02 Å. The average coordination number for the 

equatorial oxygen atoms, Oeq, is five. As can be seen from Tab. 12, the average U-Oeq 

distance varies between 2.36–2.40 Å. Therefore, it is interesting to discuss these changes in 

more detail. 

The U-Oeq distance increases from 2.37 to 2.40 Å with increasing pH from 5.0 to 8.5 in the 

presence of CO2 (samples 1–4, Tab. 12). These distances are somewhat shorter than 2.41 ± 
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0.02 Å, the average U-Oeq distance of the U(VI) aquo ion [56]. This indicates inner-sphere 

sorption of U(VI) on the kaolinite surface. Sample 8, which was prepared at pH 8.5 without 

CO2, can be compared to sample 4, which was prepared at the same pH but in the presence of 

CO2. In contrast to sample 4, the average U-Oeq distance for sample 8 is 2.37 ± 0.02 Å. This is 

the same U-Oeq distance as observed at pH 5.0 (sample 1). It can be concluded that the 

presence of CO2 leads to a lengthening of the average value of the U-Oeq bond distance. A 

change in pH from 5.0 to 8.5 does not have any influence on the average U-Oeq distance in the 

CO2-free samples. 

 

Table 12: EXAFS structure parameters of U(VI) sorbed on kaolinite; σ2 for Si was fixed at 

0.0030 Å2. (N ±15 %, R ±0.02 Å, σ2 ±0.001 Å2).  

2 × Oax 5 × Oeq N × Si N × Si ΔE0
Sample 

Conditions 

[U(VI)] (µM)/pH R(Å) σ2(Å2) R(Å) σ2(Å2) R(Å) N R(Å) N eV 

1 10/ 5.0, air 1.79 0.0029 2.37 0.014 3.10 1.1 3.30 0.9 2.69 

2 10/ 6.0, air 1.78 0.0023 2.37 0.012 3.10 0.8 3.29 0.8 0.91 

3 10/ 7.0, air 1.79 0.0020 2.38 0.012 3.09 1.1 3.29 0.9 1.65 

4 10/ 8.5, air 1.80 0.0022 2.40 0.010 3.08 1.6 3.29 1.5 1.39 

5 5/7.0, air 1.79 0.0026 2.38 0.011 3.09 1.3 3.30 1.2 1.86 

6 10/7.0, air 1.79 0.0023 2.37 0.011 3.10 1.1 3.31 1.0 1.89 

7 20/7.0, air 1.79 0.0020 2.36 0.014 3.11 0.7 3.32 0.5 1.80 

8 10/ 8.5, no CO2 1.80 0.0025 2.37 0.016 3.09 0.9 3.29 0.9 3.18 

 

The average U-Oeq bond distances of the aqueous [UO2(CO3)3]4- complex is 2.44 ± 0.02 Å 

[57]. Therefore, the observed lengthening of the U-Oeq bond distance with increasing 

concentration of CO3
2-/HCO3

- in solution could to some extend indicate the formation of 

ternary U(VI) surface complexes with carbonate on the kaolinite surface. Samples 5–7, which 

were prepared at pH 7 but different U(VI) concentrations, did not show any change in the 

average U-Oeq bond distance within the experimental uncertainties (see Tab. 12). This 

indicates that the speciation of the U(VI) surface complexes at pH 7 does not change in the 

range of 5 to 20 µM U(VI) in solution. Even at the highest uranium loading of 1200 ppm 

(sample 7), the EXAFS spectrum did not show any indication of a U-U interaction or 

formation of polymeric surface complexes. 

The theoretical fits to the raw data improved significantly when the structural model includes 

two U-Si coordination shells at 3.1 and 3.3 Å. Since the scattering properties of Si and Al are 
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similar, it is impossible to distinguish between these two backscattering atoms in EXAFS 

spectra. A U-Al distance of 3.1 Å could be rationalized by coordination of U(VI) to [AlO6] 

octahedra of kaolinite. The U-Al distance expected for such a coordination would be in the 

 
 

Figure 30: U LIII-edge k3-weighted EXAFS spectra (left) and their corresponding Fourier 

transforms (right) for U(VI) sorbed on kaolinite. See Tab. 10 for sample description. Dashed 

lines are fits to the spectra. 
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Figure 31: Ball-and-stick representation of UO2

2+ bonded to a [SiO4] tetrahedron by edge 

sharing. 

 

range of 3.2–4.2 Å [58]. The interaction of U(VI) with [SiO4] tetrahedra can result in U-Si 

distances between 3.10–3.5 Å depending on the edge-sharing or corner-sharing geometries of 
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the [UO2O5] pentagonal bipyramid and the [SiO4] tetrahedron. These geometries can be found 

in the mineral soddyite, (UO2)2SiO4•2H2O [27]. According to the crystal structure of soddyite, 

the U-Si distances equal 3.16 and 3.80 Å for edge sharing and corner sharing with [SiO4], 

respectively (see Fig. 31). 

Conclusions 

The batch experiments of U(VI) sorption on kaolinite showed significant differences between 

systems with and without CO2. The strong decrease of the amount of U(VI) sorbed above pH 

7 (10 µM U(VI), pCO2 = 10-3.5 atm) can be rationalized by the formation of U(VI)-carbonato 

complexes in solution. The EXAFS experiments, where CO2 was present, seem to indicate 

that the speciation of U(VI) at the kaolinite surface changes with increasing pH. A small 

lengthening of the average U-Oeq bond distance could be due to the formation of ternary 

surface complexes with carbonate. Such surface complexes have been detected in the case of 

U(VI) sorption on hematite [59, 60]. This conclusion is supported by the observation that the 

U-Oeq distance remains constant over the pH range 5.0–8.5 when CO2 was absent. 

The EXAFS experiment showed that U(VI) forms inner-sphere, monomeric surface 

complexes with kaolinite in the pH range of 5.0–8.5 and total U(VI) concentrations of 5–

20 µM. A small peak in the FT of all samples at approximately 3 Å (see Fig. 30) could be fit 

best with two Al/Si coordination shells at an average U-Al/Si distance of 3.1 and 3.3 Å. These 

U-Al/Si distances evidence inner-sphere sorption of U(VI) on kaolinite.  

 

5.5 Sorption of humic substances on kaolinite 

Batch experiments 

The time dependence of HA and FA sorption on kaolinite was investigated with contact times 

between 20 h and 120 h. The concentration of humic substances (HS) was determined by UV-

vis spectroscopy. It is evident that the sorption equilibrium is reached quite fast, i.e., no strong 

effect of the contact time on the sorption equilibrium was found. For the sorption experiments 

of HS on kaolinite, contact time of 120 h was chosen. Tab. 13 summarizes the parameters and 

operating conditions for the experiments on the sorption of HS on kaolinite. The sorption of 

HA and FA on kaolinite as a function of pH at HS concentrations of 20, 50, and 100 mg/L has 

been investigated. HS is strongly sorbed on the kaolinite surface at low pH values. The 

sorption of HS decreases with increasing pH value and with the initial concentration of HA 

and FA. These results are in good agreement with literature data [61, 62]. The decreased 

sorption of HS with increasing pH might be explained by the repulsion between the 
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negatively charged kaolinite surface and the negatively charged HA and FA molecules. The 

point of zero charge of kaolinite is reported to be at pH ≈  5 [61, 62].  

 

Table 13: Experimental parameters and operating conditions for the sorption of humic 
substances (HS) on kaolinite. 

Parameter Conditions 

Kaolinite, [KGa-1b] 4 g/L 

[HS] 10–150 mg/L 

Ionic strength 0.1 M NaClO4

pH 1, 5, 8 

Preconditioning time 48 h 

Contact time of kaolinite with HS 120 h 

pCO2 10-3.5 atm 

Phase separation 1 h (~2500 rpm) 

Detection UV-vis spectroscopy 

 

The negative charge density of kaolinite increases with increasing pH. Furthermore, at higher 

pH values, the dissociation of functional groups of HA/FA is greater, which results in an 

increase in the negative charge density of the HA/FA molecules. 
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Figure 32: Sorption of humic acid (HA) and Gorleben fulvic acid (FA) on kaolinite as a 

function of HA/FA concentration; [KGa-1b] = 4 g/L, contact time = 120 h, pH 5, and ionic 

strength 0.1 M NaClO4. 
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The electrostatic interaction between both negatively charged surfaces repels the HA/FA from 

the kaolinite surface and thus leads to a decrease in the sorbed fraction of HA/FA at higher 

pH. Křepelová et al. [61] investigated the sorption of synthetic HA (M42) on kaolinite as a 

function of pH at varying HA concentrations and ionic strengths and found that the sorption 

decreases with increasing pH and concentration of the synthetic HA. Fig. 32 displays the 

percentage of AHA/FA sorbed on kaolinite at pH 5 for the concentrations 20, 50, and 100 

mg/L. The sorption of FA on kaolinite is lower in comparison to that of HA That might be 

explained by the lower molecular size of FA compared to HA and its less hydrophobic 

character. 

 

XPS measurements 

In collaboration with the Institute of Radiochemistry, Forschungszentrum Dresden-

Rossendorf, the interaction of HA with kaolinite was studied by XPS. Previous studies had 

shown that the presence of HA influences the sorption of U(VI) on the clay mineral kaolinite 

[61]. XPS is a powerful technique for qualitative and quantitative surface analysis of solid 

samples, typically within a few nm of a surface layer [63]. 

Solutions of 10 mg/L synthetic HA of type M42 [64] in 0.1 M NaClO4 were contacted with 

kaolinite KGa-1b at pH 4.0 and 7.5, respectively. 94 % of HA was sorbed at pH 4.0, 

corresponding to 2.4 mg HA/g kaolinite (sample HA_4.0). At pH 7.5, the HA uptake by 

kaolinite was 45 %, corresponding to 1.2 mg/g (sample HA_7.5). An additional sample 

(R11/04KS) resulted from the synthesis of HA in the presence of kaolinite as described in 

[65]. The uptake of humic substances by kaolinite was 9 mg/g. Kaolinite powder without any 

treatment was measured as reference. 

The elements C, O, Al, Si, and minor amounts of Na were detected in the overview spectra of 

all HA samples. The binding energies and relative intensities of the XPS lines of C, O, Al, 

and Si were determined from twenty sweeps of each line. Sample HA_7.5 was measured 

twice. The O1s, Si2s, Al2s, Si2p, and Al2p binding energies of the HA/kaolinite samples 

agree within the experimental uncertainty of ±0.1 eV with each other and with those of the 

untreated kaolinite sample (see Tab. 14). 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the relative intensities given in Tab. 15: 

1) Relatively small amounts of sorbed hydrocarbons, i.e., approximately 1 atom % C, were 

detected at the untreated kaolinite surface. Although the HA uptake by kaolinite varied by a 

factor of eight (9–1.2 mg/g), the C1s/Al2p intensity ratio is nearly constant and does not show 

any correlation with the HA loading. The surface of the HA/kaolinite samples contains only 
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approximately 5 atom % C. This leads to the important conclusion that the surface of the clay 

particles is not covered by a homogenous layer of HA. Part of the HA must be distributed 

between the clay particles. This implies that in the ternary system U/kaolinite/HA U(VI) can 

interact with significant parts of the kaolinite surface that are not covered by HA. 

2) All HA/kaolinite samples show the same surface composition with respect to Si, Al, and O 

as the untreated kaolinite. The chemical composition of the kaolinite surface was not altered 

by HA adsorption or during HA synthesis. 

3) The experimental intensity ratios Si2p/Al2p and O1s/Al2p agree with the theoretical values 

that were calculated according to the chemical composition of kaolinite, i.e., Al2[Si2O5(OH)4]. 

4) After sputtering sample HA_7.5 10 min with Ar+ ions, the C1s/Al2p intensity ratio 

decreased from 0.47 to 0.18 (Tab. 15). This means that a significant amount of carbon, i.e., 

approximately 60%, could be removed by Ar+ sputtering from the surface of the clay 

particles. However, the C1s/Al2p intensity ratio after sputtering was nearly twice that of the 

untreated kaolinite surface. This indicates that the remaining HA may not be bound to the 

kaolinite surface but could be located between the clay particles (cf first conclusion). 

 

Table 14: Binding energies Eb of O1s, Si2s, Al2s, Si2p, and Al2p XPS lines in eV. Eb(C1s) = 

285.0 eV. Error ±0.1 eV. 

Sample O1s Si2s Al2s Si2p Al2p 

HA_4.0 531.9 153.6 119.0 102.6 74.3 

HA_7.5 532.0 153.8 119.1 102.7 74.4 

HA_7.5 531.9 153.7 119.0 102.6 74.3 

HA_7.5a 531.8 153.5 119.4 102.5 74.6 

R11/04KS 532.0 153.7 119.0 102.7 74.3 

KGa-1bb 532.2 153.9 119.3 102.9 74.6 

a) after 10 min Ar+ sputtering (4000 V, 10 – 15 μA), b) untreated kaolinite. 

 

Table 15: Relative XPS line intensities and uptake of humic substances by kaolinite.  
Error ±5 %. 

 Sample mg/g C1s/Al2p Si2p/Al2p O1s/Al2p 
HA_4.0 2.4 0.61 1.60 20.6 
HA_7.5 1.2 0.45 1.55 20.0 
HA_7.5 1.2 0.47 1.62 20.1 
HA_7.5a - 0.18 1.48 16.6 

R11/04KS 9.0 0.52 1.59 20.0 
KGa-1bb - 0.10 1.54 19.6 

Calculatedc - 0 1.52 22.7 

 a) and b) see Table 14; c) Al2[Si2O5(OH)4]. 
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6 Sorption of neptunium on hematite 

Experimental 

The hematite powder used in these experiments was synthesized from 0.2 M Fe(ClO4)3 

solution at 98 °C for seven days following the method of Schwertmann and Cornell [66]. The 

synthesized hematite was purified by repeated intensive washing with Milli-Q water. 

Separation of the phases was achieved by centrifugation. With this procedure clean hematite 

was produced. XPS measurements in ultra-high vacuum (<10-9 mbar) showed only Fe, O, and 

trace amount of adventitious carbon at the hematite surface (Fig. 33). The specific surface of 

the dried powder as measured by N2 BET (single-point Brunauer-Emmett-Teller) adsorption 

isotherms was 41.1 ± 0.4 m2/g. The powder X-ray diffraction pattern agreed with the 

structural data for crystalline α-Fe2O3 [67]. There was no evidence for goethite or other 

impurity phases. Sorption experiments of Np(V) on hematite were conducted at room 

temperature as a function of pH in the presence and absence of CO2. Experiments under 

anaerobic condition were carried out in a glove box filled with Ar gas. All the solutions used 

under anaerobic condition were prepared with CO2-free Milli-Q water (18 MΩ). The batch 

experiments with hematite were carried out following exactly the same procedure as for the 

sorption experiments with kaolinite. 
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Figure 33: X-ray photoelectron spectra of synthetic hematite (α-Fe2O3). The spectra were 

corrected for Al Kα satellites due to non-monochromatic excitation. 
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The only difference was a smaller solid-to-liquid ratio of 0.5 g/L due to the larger surface area 

of hematite compared to kaolinite. Neptunium LIII-edge EXAFS spectra of Np(V) sorbed on 

hematite were collected at ROBL in fluorescence mode at room temperature and 13 K from 

wet pastes and dried powders, respectively. 

 

Batch experiments 

The results of sorption experiments on hematite are summarized in Fig. 34. In the air-

equilibrated system, the uptake of Np(V) by hematite increased from pH 6.5 to 8.5 (84% 

sorption) and decreased above pH 8.5 due to the formation of Np(V)-carbonato complexes in 

aqueous solution. No decrease in Np uptake was observed when CO2 was absent. The 

sorption maximum is ∼100% in the pH range 9.5–10.5. The sorption edge occurs at pH 7.0 

and 7.5 in both atmospheres, respectively. These observations agree with previous batch 

experiments of Kohler et al. [68]. They modeled their sorption data assuming inner-sphere 

sorption of Np(V) on hematite and formation of ternary Np-carbonato surface complexes. 

Since these and other surface complexes were postulated and have not been confirmed by 

spectroscopy, the XAFS experiments described below aimed at the speciation of Np(V) at the 

hematite surface. 
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Figure 34: Sorption of 8 µM Np(V) on hematite (0.5 g/L) as a function of pH at 0.1 M 

NaClO4 in the presence (pCO2 = 10-3.5 atm) and absence of CO2. 
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XAFS measurements 

Tab. 16 summarizes the preparation conditions of samples A–E and the amount of Np sorbed 

in each sample. Three XAFS samples, labeled A, B, and C, were prepared in the presence of 

ambient CO2 at pH 7.0, 9.0, and 10.0, respectively. Samples D and E were prepared in a glove 

box with Ar atmosphere at pH 8.5 and 9.0, respectively. These samples can be compared with 

samples that were prepared in equilibrium with air. The total Np(V) concentration in each 

sample was 8 µM. The Np loading of the samples was approximately 500 ppm. 

 

Table 16: Summary of XAFS samples prepared at 8 μM Np(V), 4.0 g /L, 0.1 M NaClO4. 

 
Sample Atmosphere T/K pH Np loading/ppm 

A CO2 298 7.0 460 

B CO2 13 9.0 469 

C CO2 298 10.0 422 

D Ar 298 8.5 474 

E Ar 13 9.0 474 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 All Np LIII-edge XANES spectra of the samples show neither a shift in the absorption edge 

energy (at 17610 eV) nor a significant structure difference at the high energy side of XANES 

(data not shown). In all samples, Np was in the pentavalent oxidation state. 
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Figure 35: Np LIII-edge k3-weighted EXAFS spectra (left) and their corresponding Fourier 

transform magnitudess (right) for Np(V) sorbed on hematite. See Tab. 16 for sample 

description. 
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The raw Np LIII-edge k3-weighted EXAFS spectra of all samples together with the best fit to 

the data and their corresponding FTs are shown in Fig. 35. Note that the FTs are uncorrected 

for scattering phase shifts (R+Δ) causing peaks to appear at shorter distances. The EXAFS 

spectra of all samples show similar oscillations indicating similar Np near-neighbor 

surroundings. The samples prepared in Ar atmosphere (D and E) show clearly a peak at 

∼3.5 Å in the FTs. (Fig. 35). The scattering interactions with Fe of the [FeO6] octahedra of 

hematite are expected in this region.  

The calculation of the best theoretical fit to the raw EXAFS data shown in Fig. 35 included 

two steps. In the first step, we assumed the NpO2
+ cluster as a structural model (Fig. 36, lower 

left) and fitted the raw EXAFS data with the single scattering (SS) path Np–Oax, multiple 

scattering (MS) path Np–Oax, SS path Np–Oeq, and SS path Np–O(FeO6). The distances of the 

Np-Oax, Np-Oeq, and Np-O(FeO6) for all samples were 1.87 ± 0.01, 2.48 ± 0.02, and 

2.86 ± 0.02, respectively, and agree with the formation of the NpO2
+ cluster for the first two 

shells. The second step aimed at determining the structural parameters of possible Fe and Np 

shells. To be more sensitive in the fit to these minor components, we isolated the region of 

possible Fe and Np scattering contributions from the raw data according to the difference 

technique [69]. 

Briefly, the theoretical fit obtained in the first step was subtracted from the raw data followed 

by Fourier filtering of the residual in the R range of 3.0–4.5 Å. The residual EXAFS was 

modeled using the SS path Np-Fe and SS path Np-Np. For the final fit to the raw data, the 

coordination numbers of all shells were held constant at the values determined during the 

previous two modeling steps. The results are presented in Fig. 36, summarized and compared 

in Tab. 17 to the EXAFS data for NpO2(H2O)4
+[51] and NpO2(CO3)3

5- [52]. 

An equally good fit to the EXAFS could be obtained by including a Np-Fe shell but without a 

Np-Np shell. The EXAFS measurements of samples D und E detected an Fe atom at a 

distance of 3.73 ± 0.01 Å. Samples A, B und C detected an Fe atom at a distance of 

3.43 ± 0.02 Å. The Np-Oeq bond distances in all samples are comparable to or shorter than 

those for NpO2
+ (aq.) [51] (see Tab. 17). All FTs contain a peak at 2.5 Å. This feature has 

been a structure part of the proposed sorption complex, because of its short distance. This 

peak at 2.5 Å is related to the Np-O(FeO6) shell. The obtained Np-Oeq distances in all samples 

are shorter than in NpO2(CO3)3
5-(aq.) [52]. There is no significant difference in the Np-Oeq 

distances at pH 9.0 between samples B and E. In all samples there is also no evidence for the 

formation of Np(V) carbonato species at the hematite surface. At pH 9.0 and 10.0 the 

presence of HCO3
-/CO3

2- has no effect on the Np(V) species sorbed. 
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The EXAFS fits of all samples did not need any Np-Np interactions, which would indicate 

formation of polynuclear Np(V) species at the hematite surface.   

According to the fit results, the structure model of possible Np(V) surface species on hematite 

is shown in Fig. 36 (upper left). One possible bidentate inner-sphere structural model 

implying an edge sharing between the Np(V) and Fe-octahedra was developed on the basis of 

structural parameters determined by EXAFS. Fig. 36 shows the coordination of Np(V) sorbed 

on hematite if the ∠(Np, Fe, O(FeO6)) is ∼ 60°. In this case the calculated Np-Fe and Np-O(FeO6) 

distances are in relative good agreement with fit results. In this model, a short distance of 

2.0 Å is obtained between Oax and O(FeO6). A more complicated model may be necessary to 

interpret the EXAFS results better. 

As a conclusion, the EXAFS investigations indicate that Np(V) is coordinated directly to the 

surface [FeO6] octahedra in a bidentate fashion. There is no spectroscopic evidence for the 

ternary carbonate complexes (e.g. ≡FeONpO2(O2COH)2
2-) postulated by Kohler et al. [68]. In 

the system U(VI)/iron oxides, Waite et al. [8, 9] postulated the existence of (≡FeO2UO2CO3
2-) 

ternary complexes to model U(VI) adsorption on ferrihydrite. They found that models not 

having this species underpredicted U(VI) uptake between pH 7 and 9.  

 

Table 17: EXAFS structure parameters of Np(V) sorbed on hematite (R ±0.02 Å, σ2 

±0.001 Å2). 

2 × Oax 4 × Oeq 2 × O 0.5 × Fe 

Sample Description R 

(Å) 

σ2 

(Å2) 

R 

(Å) 

σ2 

(Å2) 

R 

(Å) 

σ2 

(Å2) 

R 

(Å) 

σ2  

(Å2) 

ΔE0 

(eV) 

A pH 7.0, air 1.87 0.003 2.48 0.010 2.86 0.016 3.43 0.006 5.7 

 

 

 

 

B 

pH 9.0, air, 

13 K 
1.88 0.002 2.48 0.006 2.84 0.010 3.44 0.011 7.0 

C pH 10.0, air 1.87 0.003 2.46 0.009 2.86 0.013 3.46 0.014 4.2 

D pH 8.5, Ar 1.88 0.003 2.49 0.013 2.87 0.010 3.74 0.003 7.2 

E 
pH 9.0, Ar, 

13 K 
1.87 0.003 2.46 0.010 2.84 0.015 3.73 0.002 5.1 

[51] NpO2(H2O)4
+ 1.82 0.002 2.49 0.006 - - - - - 

[52] NpO2(CO3)3
5- 1.86 0.001 2.53 0.013 - - - - - 
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Manceau et al. [70] and Waite et al. [8] used EXAFS to study U(VI) sorption on ferrihydrite, 

but did not report any findings regarding carbonate ligands. Ho and Miller [71] observed that 

hematite particles, which were positively charged in near- and sub-neutral pH carbonate-

bearing solutions (i.e., at pH 7.5), acquired net negative charges following adsorption of 

U(VI).  
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Figure 36: Schematic diagram illustrating a possible coordination environment of Np(V) on 

the hematite surface (upper left), the arrangement of the [FeO6] octahedra in the hematite 

structure (right), and the neptunyl ion (NpO2
+) used as a fit model (lower left). 

 

They attributed this charge reversal to the presence of negatively charged U(VI)-carbonato-

hematite complexes. Dent et al. [72] and Bargar et al. [59, 60] reported evidence form 

EXAFS for the existence of sorbed U(VI)-carbonato complexes on montmorillonite and 

hematite, respectively. The absence of Np(V)-carbonato complexes at the hematite surface 

observed in our EXAFS study agrees with several EXAFS measurements [8, 70, 73] of 

U(VI)/iron oxide systems. 

 

Conclusion 

Batch sorption experiments at 8 µM Np(V), 0.5 g/L, and 0.1M NaClO4 were conducted to 

determine the effects of varying pH and CO2 on Np(V) sorption on hematite. The results show 

that sorption is strongly influenced by pH and ambient CO2. In the absence of CO2, Np(V) 

sorption increases continuously until 100 % sorption in pH range 9.5–10.5. For experiments 

open to atmospheric CO2, Np(V) sorption increases up to pH 8.5 and decreases to zero at pH 

10.0. A comparison of the pH dependence of Np(V) sorption with that of Np(V) aqueous 
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speciation indicates a close correlation between Np(V) sorption and the intervals where 

Np(V)-carbonato and -hydroxo complexes are the dominating species in solution. In the 

presence of CO2, sorption is inhibited at pH > 8 due to formation of aqueous Np(V)-carbonato 

complexes. The spectroscopic investigation shows that Np LIII-edge EXAFS spectroscopy is a 

valuable tool to determine the structure parameters for the Np near-neighbor environment at 

water-solid interfaces. The Np(V) species at the hematite surface have been identified as 

mononuclear, inner-sphere complexes. This is based on the absence of Np-Np interaction and 

the presence of a Np-Fe interaction near 3.5 Å. This distance is in accordance with an edge-

sharing, bidentate surface complex, supporting the assumptions made Kohler et al. [68] 

regarding inner-sphere sorption. However, there was no evidence for the formation of ternary 

Np(V)-carbonato surface complexes. Therefore, our experiments do not support the existence 

of the ternary Np(V)-carbonato complexes (e.g. ≡FeONpO2(O2COH)2
2-) postulated by Kohler 

et al. [68]. 
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7 Sorption of plutonium on kaolinite in the presence of humic 
substances 

 
 For the studies of the ternary system Pu(III)–Kaolinite–Humic substances (Pu(III)–K–HS) 

fixed concentrations of the reactants were used. Four different addition sequences of the 

components were chosen. The experimental conditions and the components addition 

sequences in the ternary system are summarized in Tab. 18. The shortcuts are explained as 

follows: for example in case (A) K–Pu(III) –AHA means that the kaolinite was 

preconditioned, mixed first with Pu(III) and after a contact time of 48 h after verifying the 

sorption of Pu(III) on kaolinite, the AHA was added. The kaolinite was preconditioned for 48 

h at the working pH before mixing it with the other components. The activity of the solutions 

was measured immediately after adding the freshly electrolyzed 239Pu(III) by LSC. These 

were considered as the start concentrations before any sorption could take part, as the 

measurements were conducted immediately after the mixing of the phases. After mixing the 

first two fractions, the solutions were agitated by end-over-end rotation. After certain periods, 

in which the solutions were continuously agitated, aliquots were taken and centrifugation for 

45 minutes at 2500 rpm was performed. 

 

Table 18: Experimental conditions and the addition sequences of the components for the 
investigations of the ternary system. 

Concentration 
Addition sequence 

K Pu AHA 
pH 3rd component added after 

(A) K- Pu(III)-AHA 

(B) K-AHA-Pu(III) 

(C) AHA-Pu(III)-K 

(D) All together 

4 g/L 

4 g/L 

4 g/L 

4 g/L 

1x10-6M 

1x10-6M 

1x10-6M 

1x10-6M 

25 mg/L 

25 mg/L 

25 mg/L 

25 mg/L 

1 - 10 

2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10

2 – 10 

2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10

48 hours 

48 hours 

28 days 

all at the same time 

Ionic Strength 0.1 M NaClO4  K – kaolinite, AHA – Aldrich humic acid 

 

The concentration of Pu and/or AHA in the supernatant was determined, and then this fraction 

was ultrafiltrated through filters with pore size 1 k Dalton. The amount of free plutonium in 

the filtrate was also measured. In this way it was possible to determine the amount of 

plutonium fixed on kaolinite, complexed with AHA, and the free plutonium. It was also 

possible to find out the percentage of sorption of AHA on kaolinite. In these experiments the 
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influence of the addition sequence of the elements, reaction time, and pH on the sorption of 

Pu(III) on kaolinite in the presence of Aldrich humic acid could be observed. 

The experimental conditions used for the studies of the ternary system Pu(IV)–K–HS are 

presented in Tab. 19. The experiments were performed similarly to the ones described for the 

ternary system Pu(III)–K–HA. For comparison, similar experiments were conducted with 

Th(IV) as a charge state analogue. The experimental conditions were similar with the 

exception that the concentration of Th(IV) was 10-13 M. 

 

Table 19: Experimental conditions and the addition sequence of the components for the 

investigations of the ternary system Pu(IV)-K-HS. 

 

Concentration 
Addition sequence 

K Pu(IV) HS 
pH 3rd component added after 

(1) All together 

(2) K-Pu(IV)-HS 

(3) HS- K-Pu(IV) 

4 g/L 

4 g/L 

4 g/L 

1x10-8M 

1x10-8M 

1x10-8M 

10-100 mg/L 

10-100 mg/L 

10-100 mg/L 

1, 3, 6, 9 

1, 3, 6, 9 

1, 3, 6, 9 

all at the same time  

48 hours 

48 hours 

Ionic Strength 0.1 M NaClO4   

 

The influence of humic substances on the sorption of Pu(IV) and Th(IV) on kaolinite was 

investigated using three adding sequences of the reactants. The abbreviations are interpreted 

as follows: sequence 1 - all reactants are mixed at the same time; sequence 2 - a pre-

equilibrium of metal ion and kaolinite was achieved and then the HS (HA or FA) were added; 

sequence 3 - a pre-equilibrium of kaolinite and HS was achieved; then the metal ion (Pu(IV) 

or (Th(IV)) was added. In the experiments, the influence of time, pH, and concentration of 

humic and fulvic acid on the sorption was observed. 

 

Pu(IV)–K–HS; influence of the contact time 

The kinetics of the sorption of Pu(IV) on kaolinite in the ternary systems (Pu(IV), HS, 

kaolinite) has been studied. The results indicate that the system reaches a sorption equilibrium 

within a few hours after addition of Pu(IV) and HS to the pre-equilibrated kaolinite 

suspension. Comparing the different sequences in which the reactants were added, no 

significant difference in the Pu(IV) sorption behavior as a function of time was found.  
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Pu(IV)–K–HS; influence of pH  

The presence of HS influences significantly the sorption of Pu(IV) on kaolinite. This was 

studied at pH 1, 3, 6, and 9 in varying adding sequences (1, 2, 3) at a HS concentration range 

of 10–100 mg/L. While the sorption behavior of Pu(IV) on kaolinite in the ternary system is 

comparable to the case of the binary system (kaolinite-metal ion) at pH 3 and 6, an obvious 

decrease of the  sorption of  Pu(IV) is observed at pH 1 in all adding sequences in the ternary 

system.  

 

Pu(IV)–K–HS; influence of HS concentration 

Sorption experiments have been conducted at constant pH values (pH = 1, 3, 6, 9) and ionic 

strength (I = 0.1 M NaClO4) as a function of the HS concentration between 10-100 mg/L. In 

general, Pu sorption on kaolinite decreases when the HS concentration increases regardless of 

the pH and adding sequence of the reactants. This might be explained by the increased 

number of binding sites of HS with increasing HS concentration in the solution. 

 

Pu(IV)–K–HS; influence of the adding sequence  

For the sorption of Pu(IV) on kaolinite in the presence of HS, a slight effect was observed on 

the adding sequences of the reactants (Pu(IV), kaolinite, HS). The results obtained when 

Pu(IV) is pre-equilibrated with kaolinite before addition of FA/HA (sequence 2) and when 

Pu(IV) is added to the pre-equilibration of kaolinite and FA/HA (sequence 3) do not show 

strong deviations. The sorption of Pu(IV) is just slightly hindered when FA/HA and kaolinite 

are equilibrated before adding the metal (sequence 3). 

 

Sorption of Pu(IV) on kaolinite in presence and absence of HS 

The sorption of Pu(IV) on kaolinite is lower in the presence of HS compared to the system 

free of HS. This effect has been observed as a function of FA/HA concentration due to the 

competition reactions between kaolinite, sorbed fulvic and humic acid sites, free HS, and 

plutonium ions. For comparison, the influence of HS on the sorption of Th(IV) on kaolinite 

was also investigated and a good agreement with the results of Pu(IV) was obtained. Sachs et 

al. [74] reported recently a slightly lower sorption of Np(V) and U(VI) on kaolinite in the 

presence of HA compared to the HA-free system. Kautenburger et al. [75] showed a similar 

phenomenon for the sorption of Eu(III) and Gd(III) on kaolinite in the presence of HA 

compared with the system without HA in the alkaline pH range. 
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Pu(III)–K–HA; influence of the contact time and pH  

 The amount of plutonium found in solution after various periods of time in the experiment 

(A) (see Tab. 18) after the separation from the solid phase through centrifugation (a CF) 

before (b UF) and after the ultrafiltration (a UF) as a function of pH can be seen in Fig. 37. At 

pH 1 and 2, no significant influences of the humic acid on the sorption of plutonium on 

kaolinite are observed as at this acidic pH the sorption is low, and the humic acid is 

precipitated. At pH 4, it was observed that the amount of plutonium found free in solution 

after the separation from AHA is slightly increasing with time. Most notable is the increase of 

plutonium found after the centrifugation in solution at pH 7–10 after longer periods of time. 

The data resulting from the subsequent ultrafiltration, presented in the right part of Fig. 37, 

show clearly that this part of plutonium is complexed with humic acid, as it is not found in 

solution after the ultrafiltration. This is a clear indication that the humic acid found free in 

solution, is interacting with the plutonium sorbed on the surface of the kaolinite, and is able to 

transfer some parts of it into solution leading thus to a remobilization of it. A completely 

different sorption curve was found in the experiment (C) as presented in Fig. 38. It was found 

that at pH 3, the concentration of plutonium found free in solution after centrifugation, was 

lower compared to experiment (A).  
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Figure 37: The influence of Aldrich humic acid on the sorption of Pu(III) on kaolinite as a 

function of pH and time; the measurements were performed 1, 2, 16, and 40 days after adding 

the AHA to the Pu(III)-K suspension. 

 

The alteration of the sorption over the time was observed in all the experiments performed for 

the investigation of the K–Pu(III)–HA system. It can be observed that the time of contact has 

an opposite effect on the equilibria as in the two systems presented in Fig. 37 and Fig. 38. 
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AHA-Pu-K after CF before UF 
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Figure 38: The sorption of plutonium complexed with Aldrich humic acid on kaolinite. 

 

In case A, the concentration of plutonium is slowly increasing in solution with contact time at 

pH > 4 , while in the case C, the opposite tendency is observed. It was concluded that the 40 

days in which the sorption was observed were not sufficient for attaining equilibrium.  

 

Pu(III)–K–HA; influence of the pH and adding sequence 

The influence of humic acid on the sorption coefficient Kd of plutonium on kaolinite was also 

investigated. The Kd values were calculated as presented in eq. (1) using the experimental 

data obtained after 40 days from the moment of contact of all three phases.  

 

C
K d

Γ
=   (L/kg)    (1) 

Γ  - the adsorbed amount per unit mass of solid [mol/kg] 

C – the equilibrium concentration of Pu(III) [mol/L] 

 

Fig. 39 presents the Kd values obtained for the four adding sequences in comparison with the 

results obtained for the sorption of Pu(III) with the same concentration, under argon 

atmosphere, in the absence of humic acid. 

It is observed that at pH < 6 the humic acid enhances the sorption of metal ion on kaolinite 

when the addition sequence is that from the experiments (A), (B), and (C). When the 

components come in contact all at the same time, the adsorption coefficient are almost not 

affected by the presence of AHA at pH < 6. It can also be observed that the humate-plutonium 

complexes are sorbed easier than the free plutonium on kaolinite, or on a HA coated kaolinite 

surface at pH < 6. Above pH 6, the sorption of Pu(III) on kaolinite is hindered by AHA 

depending strongly on the adding sequence of the components. In this pH range, the sorption 
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of the humate-plutonium complexes is lower than the one corresponding to the sorption of 

uncomplexed plutonium. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 39: Kd values for the sorption of plutonium(III) on kaolinite as a function of pH. 

Comparison between different adding sequences of humic acid (AHA), kaolinite (K), and 

plutonium (Pu); I = 0.1 M NaClO4, [K] = 4 g/L, [AHA] = 25 mg/L, and  Pu(III)] = 

1 × 10-6 M. 

 

Pu(III)–K–HA; speciation of the sorbed species 

The question whether the metal ion (M) is directly sorbed on kaolinite or a humate mediated 

sorption takes place is difficult to answer. The following hypotheses were considered: 

• the sorption of metal ion (M) and humic substances are independent of each other 

• a K-AHA-M bridge is formed 

• a K-M-AHA bridge is formed 

Several authors have concluded that the metal complexation with humic substances sorbed on 

mineral surfaces is stronger than humate complexation in solution [76, 77], so the first 

hypothesis is less likely to happen. 

Because of the relatively limited possibilities of speciation of the sorbed species, attempts to 

determine chemically the form of binding to the solid surface were performed. It was proven 

in previous experiments that at pH ~ 1 Pu(III) is almost completely desorbed from kaolinite, 

while at pH ~ 11 it remains strongly fixed. On the other hand, humic acid is strongly sorbed 

on kaolinite at low pH values, but desorbed at pH ~ 11. Assuming that no other interactions 

take part, if a K-AHA-M bridge is formed, the AHA-M complex should be desorbed from the 
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kaolinite when the pH of the solution is ~ 11. On the contrary, when a K-M-AHA bridge is 

formed, M-AHA will remain fixed at pH ~ 11 and will only be desorbed when the pH is 

lowered. 

The adding sequences (A) and (C) were used for these investigations. After determining the 

sorption of AHA and Pu(III) on kaolinite in batch experiments, the pH of the solutions was 

first increased to pH ~ 11 by adding NaOH.  The reaction vials were agitated for 48 hours, 

centrifuged and the activity of the supernatant determined (“basic desorption”). Afterwards, 

the supernatant was removed and ultrafiltrated with the purpose to determine whether the 

desorbed plutonium is complexed by AHA or not. A fresh solution of 0.1 M NaClO4 with 

pH ~ 1 was mixed with the separated solid phase from the earlier experiment. After another 

48 hours of agitating, the suspension was again centrifuged, and the activity of the liquid 

phase was determined by LSC providing information on the desorption under acidic 

conditions (“acid desorption”). The supernatant was also ultrafiltrated and the free plutonium 

ion content was determined by LSC in the filtrate. It was found that the desorption takes place 

differently in the two cases, especially the “acid desorption” as can be see in Fig. 40. 

 

 
Figure 40: Influence of the pH and adding sequence of the components on the desorption of 
Pu(III) and Pu(III)-AHA complexes from kaolinite at pH ~ 11 (basic) and pH ~ 1 (acidic). 
 

The obtained data are not yet completely understood and further experiments are required. It 

could be assumed that the low amount of plutonium sorbed on kaolinite in experiment (C) 

(see Fig. 39) is not sorbed as a complex but as metal ion, thus it is readily desorbed at pH < 1 

similar to the case when no humic acid is present. This assumption was also sustained by the 

fact that plutonium was found in the filtrate after ultrafiltration. The part of plutonium sorbed 
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as a humate complex is only in smaller amounts desorbed at either basic or acidic pH. It could 

be concluded that, although the sorption of Pu(III) on kaolinite is impaired by the presence of 

humic acids, once sorbed, the plutonium-humate complexes are stronger desorbed over the 

entire pH range, than the metal alone. 

So far, it was not possible to determine in which form plutonium and the humic acid are 

sorbed on kaolinite in the ternary system (over K-Pu-AHA bridges or K-AHA-Pu bridges). 
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8 Summary and outlook 
 

The purpose of this work was to accumulate data on the behavior of the light actinides with 

respect to their migration into the environment. 

It was assumed that by complexation with humic substances (HS) the actinides are easier 

transported in the ground waters, while, on the other hand their sorption on the surrounding 

geological barriers leads to an immobilization. Therefore, these two contradictory processes 

were investigated in the binary systems HS-Pu, kaolinite (K), and hematite (HE)–An; HS-K, 

and in the ternary system and K–HS–Pu.  

The redox chemistry of plutonium in contact with humic substances was studied. It was found 

that under natural relevant conditions plutonium is reduced to Pu(III) and Pu(IV) in the 

presence of HS. The focus was therefore put on the investigation of these two species in 

contact with humic substances and mineral phases. 

The complexation constant of Pu(III) with Aldrich AHA was found to be logßPu(III) = 6.2–6.9 

and for Pu(IV) with the same humic acid logßPu(IV) = 6.4–8.4. As comparison, the 

complexation of the charge state analogue Am(III) with AHA was investigated for Pu(III). 

The results were in good agreement between the two actinides, as well as with the literature 

data.  

Furthermore, the sorption of Pu(III), Pu(IV), Np(V), and U(VI) on kaolinite was studied. Fig. 

41 shows the individual sorption curves of the four species, as a function of pH in the 

presence of ambient CO2. 

 

 
Figure 41: Sorption of Pu(III), Pu(IV), Np(V), and U(VI) on kaolinite as a function of pH in 

the presence of CO2. 
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The sorption experiments were conducted under atmospheric conditions as well as under inert 

gas conditions. It was found that CO2 has a distinct influence on the sorption of the actinides, 

depending strongly on the oxidation state. 

For comparison, studies of the sorption of Am(III) and Th(IV) on kaolinite were performed. 

The sorption curves found were in good agreement with the ones found for Pu(III) and 

Pu(IV).  

XAFS measurements were carried out for the sorbed species in order to determine their 

speciation on the surface of the mineral. Pu(IV) was determined on the surface of kaolinite, 

even when its oxidation state was Pu(III) before the sorption took place. Also, it was 

established that it undergoes an inner sphere sorption with Pu-O distances at 2.27 – 2.34 Å, 

Pu-Al/Si distances at 3.62 – 3.66 Å, and Pu-Pu distances at ~ 3.70 Å.  

From the EXAFS investigations conducted for Np(V) on kaolinite, it was concluded that in 

air-equilibrated system the average distances of the  Np-Oax (1.84 Å), Np-Oeq (2.56 Å), Np-C 

(3.00 Å), and Np-Odis (4.25 Å) coordination shells agree with those of the [NpO2(CO3)3] 

moiety. The bidentate coordination of two CO3
2- groups to NpO2

+  indicates inner- or outer-

sphere sorption of NpO2(CO3)2
3-  at the kaolinite surface. The precipitation of Np(V) 

carbonate at an initial concentration of 8 μM Np(V) can be ruled out based on the sorption 

isotherm measurements. The Np(V) surface complexes in the CO2-free system showed two 

prominent coordination shells, i.e., Np-Oax and Np-Oeq at 1.87 and 2.47 Å, respectively. The 

Np-Oeq distance is slightly shorter than the corresponding value for the Np(V) aquo ion of 

2.49 Å, indicating inner-sphere sorption of NpO2
+ on the kaolinite surface. 

For U(VI) the EXAFS experiments showed that inner-sphere monomeric surface complexes 

are formed with kaolinite in the pH range 5.0 -8.5. The data could be best fitted with two U-

Al/Si interactions at 3.1 and 3.3 Å.  

The sorption of humic substances on kaolinite was also investigated. It was found that at 

acidic pH the sorption is strong, while at higher pH value it decreases drastically. From XPS 

studies it was concluded that the surface of the clay particles is not covered by a homogenous 

layer of HA. Part of the HA must be distributed between the clay particles. All HA/kaolinite 

samples show the same surface composition with respect to Si, Al, and O as the untreated 

kaolinite. The chemical composition of the kaolinite surface was not altered by HA adsorption 

or during HA synthesis. 

The experimental intensity ratios Si2p/Al2p and O1s/Al2p agree with the theoretical values 

that were calculated according to the chemical composition of kaolinite, i.e., Al2[Si2O5(OH)4]. 
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The experiments performed for the study of the sorption of Np(V) on hematite showed that 

the sorption is strongly influenced by pH and ambient CO2. In the presence of CO2 the 

sorption is inhibited at pH > 8. The EXAFS investigations showed that the Np(V) species 

identified at the surface of the hematite are mononuclear, inner-sphere complexes. There was 

no evidence found for the formation of ternary Np(V) carbonato surface complexes. 

The ternary system Pu(III)/Pu(IV) – HS – K was also investigated. It could be proven that the 

immobilization of the actinides by sorption on mineral phase is dependent on pH, 

concentration of HS, nature of HS (humic or fulvic acid), and in the case of Pu(III) on the 

sequence in which the components are added to the system. While the sorption of plutonium 

is enhanced at pH < 6 by the presence of HS, the contrary happens at pH > 6 where the 

sorption is impeded by the presence of HS.  

For a better understanding of the processes that take place in the ternary system Pu–K–HS, 

XAFS measurements are planned for the future. 

Also, experiments concerning the sorption of Pu(III), Pu(IV), Np(V), and U(VI) on Opalinus 

Clay are in progress at our institute. 

The speciation methods CE-RIMS and CE-DAD-ICP-MS will be applied for the speciation of 

ultra trace amounts of plutonium and for the determination of the complexation constants of 

actinides with HA and FA, respectively. 
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